Introduction

This is the first volume in a series of Lakota language textbooks. It is designed for the youngest learners – kindergarten to grade three. With minor alteration, it can also be used successfully in higher grades, especially in cases where the students have had little, or no, structured Lakota instruction. Similarly, it can be utilized by adult self-learners at the beginner level.

It should be noted that this textbook is not a grammar. It does not attempt to list or explain paradigms of verb inflection or other grammatical rules. Its main goal is to provide contextualized and sequenced teaching material in a way that introduces basic beginning Lakota semantic categories and associated sentence structures.

The other purpose of this book is to provide a tool to help teachers introduce vocabulary and sentence patterns through age-appropriate and effective methods.

The lesson units in this textbook are sequenced in a way that builds upon material from earlier units. Lessons should, therefore, be utilized in the given order. We recommend that this textbook be used with a Lakota language class that meets four to five times weekly, with three times being the absolute minimum.

Format of the Textbook

This book is a combination of a textbook, picture dictionary, activity book, and teacher’s guide. All units begin with an introductory page (referred to as the Lesson Page) that provides context for the new vocabulary (usually in the form of a full page illustration). The following page provides detailed instructions for teachers and parents, and suggestions for additional activities. Additional activities, like coloring, provide children with needed breaks and help them relate to the new vocabulary and sentence structure.

Teacher’s Guide

An integral part of the textbook is the teacher’s guide. It consists of this brief introduction to the teaching methods, instructions for each of the lessons, a guide for teaching activities (page 90), and an orthography and pronunciation guide (page 96). It is very important that teachers familiarize themselves with all these sections before they start using the textbook. Instructions for the individual lesson units are located directly within those units. This structure provides teachers with easy access to the lesson guidelines during classes and supports the use of the teacher’s guide. Parents should also take advantage of this section as a way to go through some of the lessons with their children at home.

In the teacher’s guide, braces {} provide an English translation to the preceding Lakota phrase or word. This translation is not intended to be spoken or written during the classroom activities.

An important part of this Lakota language program is the initial teacher training workshop offered for the involved teachers before the beginning of each school year. During these workshops, teachers are introduced to the teaching methods in a more detailed way than is possible in this brief introduction.

Teaching Methods

Teachers need to be aware that teaching a language to young children has very specific demands. Students on the K-1 level are not
familiar with classification for parts of speech and other language related terminology. Because abstract thinking skills are not highly developed at this age, children relate to and acquire new vocabulary best when they are able to see and touch the items whose names they hear. The more senses that are employed, the more learning will occur. The theoretical basis of this textbook is that vocabulary is introduced through pictures and reinforced contextually.

The methodology of this textbook is based on the phases of natural language acquisition. At first the children only listen; then they respond physically to words they recognize (TPR – Total Physical Response); later they use single words in place of whole sentences. At this stage children are more likely to react to a question rather than to talk on their own.

Therefore, young students learn a language in four stages:

1. **Seeing, touching and hearing**
2. **Recognizing** (Point at!, Show me!, Find!, Touch!)
3. **Understanding** (“yes” and “no” questions - *Is this white?*; “or” questions –*Is this large or small?*, commands - *Take this!*, *Go there!*; and other simple sentences etc.)
4. **What is this? Describing that.** (More complex sentences used actively by the students.)

In a classroom environment, young students can attain stage three (i.e. passive understanding). Stage four should not be the ultimate goal of teaching children of K-1 age. The passive knowledge gained by stage one to three is a very good base for later advancement towards active speaking. This approach mirrors the natural progress of language acquisition, in which the silent period takes up to three years.

The methods employed in this course are largely based on using flashcards. Both the teacher and the children will perform many different kinds of activities with them. Sometimes they will hold them in their hands, but frequently the teachers will need to exhibit them in a place easily seen by all the children. A magnetic board is ideal for this. Alternatively, they could use a large corkboard and pin the flashcards, or they may stretch a line along a wall and clothespin the cards to it. It is also very useful to have more than one place in the classroom where they can exhibit the flashcards.

Because abstract comprehension is not part of a typical early elementary student’s cognitive toolbox, grammar rules and sentence patterns should be demonstrated rather than explained. Children learn by doing things rather than thinking about them. They can master various sentence patterns and grammatical rules best by hearing and practicing them frequently. Nevertheless, the subconscious knowledge of some simple grammar rules can still be strengthened by simple motivating questions. For instance, after a lesson demonstrating the question-making enclitic “he”, the teacher can ask: “Children, what do you think this ‘he’ stands for?” – Children are likely to respond: “It makes a question,” or, “It is for asking questions.”

For children, language acquisition is more an emotional and social enterprise, rather than an intellectual one. Therefore, learning activities should, whenever possible, imitate real life situations and family environments.

Teachers should make sure that classmates do not ridicule another student’s pronunciation or performance. This can be extremely discouraging for young learners (and learners in general) and can lead to an unconscious dislike or fear of the subject. Feeling safe is one of the most important things a child can feel while learning a new
language. Therefore, in the classroom and in any teaching or learning activity teachers should develop a secure environment where students can feel both cared for and excited about speaking the language.

It is very important that teachers continue giving the children positive feedback in spite of the quality of their performance or progress. Criticism can be very discouraging for young students in this sensitive phase.

There are many ways that teachers can correct a student’s errors in gentle and reassuring ways. For example, after a child makes a mistake, the teacher can repeat the word or sentence correctly (with a smile on his/her face) and with a praising word, such as “wašté” (good) for other things that were done well. Additionally, the teachers can say something like this: “Wašté (good), now try to say it after me again with better pronunciation.”

The reading and writing portions of this textbook were designed for upper elementary students as way to allow the textbook to be flexibly used at those levels before the sequels are produced. At the early elementary level, children should not be required to acquire writing ability in Lakota. Therefore, this textbook encourages students to read and to recognize words (e.g. by matching them with pictures). Students will also be asked to copy words rather than write independently.

The joy of teaching young children is that they learn much faster than adults do. Unfortunately, children also forget things much faster than adults. This is why it is necessary to constantly repeat, review and reinforce the learned vocabulary and sentence patterns (the three R’s of language learning). These are best accomplished through a variety of activities, which keep children motivated.

Young children often have trouble concentrating on one type of activity for a long time. If any activity becomes too long or repetitive, they lose interest in it and no longer pay attention. In that case, they either start becoming apathetic or find something else to do. Some teachers may believe that such behavior indicates lack of intelligence or self-control. However, it is natural for children to react in this way.

Considering all this, the language teacher is advised to be empathetic with the children and on constant alert for such tendencies. If a significant number of students become restless or lose their interest in what is going on, a change in activity should take place. Very often, students can be re-stimulated by an activity involving the Total Physical Response approach, such as “point at”, “stand up” etc.

The teacher’s guide occasionally suggests a specific series of activities in each unit. Teachers should monitor themselves and allow for breaks or changes to a different type of activity. The activities suggested in the teacher’s guide section should be evenly distributed in lessons throughout the week. This technique encourages constant reviewing.

Small children often lack adult-type self-control. They cannot remain completely still for any significant length of time and get easily over-excited when they have a chance to be active. It helps to use methods that both involve children actively and those that provide quiet time. Active techniques like moving around the classroom, singing, interactions, and TPR, provide a dynamic atmosphere, stimulating the children. Calm-inducing techniques, such as coloring, drawing, writing, and copying, provide children with time to process concepts learned earlier and to rest between active periods. Teachers who carefully balance these two types
of activities achieve a healthy kind of learning that brings out the best in children.

Introducing, exercising, or reinforcing vocabulary and sentences through English should be avoided as much as possible. Translating from one language to another is a complex process that is difficult even for adults. Translation has rarely been an effective means for teaching a language.

Finally, please remember that the most important thing that teachers can do is to be patient and empathetic when working with young children.

Classroom Instructions in Lakota
Teachers should use as much Lakota as possible when interacting with the child. They can find a list of useful classroom instructions and expressions in Lakota on page 109.

Consistent use of classroom instructions in Lakota is one of the many methods that contextualize vocabulary and sentence structure.

Content of the Book
The lesson units in this book are built around themes and topics that reflect the culture and local natural environment. The thematic topics in this book try to cover the most immediate surroundings of the child.

Each unit presents a set of words of the particular theme or semantic domain. Children naturally learn nouns easiest and the structure of this textbook reflects this. Nevertheless, each unit also introduces one or two verbs and a sentence structure, so that the nouns can be used in sentences and in dialogues that contextualize the vocabulary.

Teaching the Culture
It is very important to include cultural content in language teaching, while also being age-appropriate. Some of the more intellectual or spiritual parts of Lakota culture should become part of language teaching only when students are ready for it. We should remember that children want to be able to talk in Lakota about things in their own world – about toys, games, sports, and other things that they do. These two aspects of language teaching have to be balanced so that children will be motivated to learn the language. This textbook is aimed at teaching culture by teaching language proficiency.

Culture is encoded in language and people learning languages are automatically acquiring knowledge of culture as they learn to speak. Still, it is sometimes useful to provide cultural learning during language lessons. This can be best done by incorporating cultural learning into activities in the Lakota language.

Subdialects and Local Variants
Lakota is spoken slightly differently in different communities (these varieties are usually called “sub-dialects”). Identified local variants are addressed in the “For Teachers and Parents” section. Teachers and parents are encouraged to employ the variants used in their community or area whenever they arise. In this case, teachers should explain to their students that a different word is used in their community than the one presented.

We believe it is important to have respect for variations, thus honoring the richness of Lakota language and culture in its entirety.

Next Volumes
Finally, this is the first volume in a series of textbooks. Students will be able to advance levels on a year-by-year basis. Teachers, however, are still encouraged to continue to use this volume for higher grades to help reinforce topics and semantic domains.
The beginning stage is the most important part in learning a language

Early elementary learners need enthusiastic and lively teachers who are willing to do playful activities with them. They learn largely by playing and they appreciate teachers who are able to join them while still maintaining the position of teacher and organizer.

The beginning stage of learning a language is very important. If Lakota classes become boring for the children, they are likely to keep that impression with them for a long time. However, if a teacher can make the class interesting, fun and playful, then children will be motivated to continue learning the language. This approach should, with any luck, enable them to enjoy studying the deeper meanings of their language and culture as they grow older.

Additional Activities and Support for Teachers

The Lakota Language Consortium web-site (www.lakhota.org) provides additional resources and ideas for teaching activities, methods and classroom advice. New activities will be continually updated.

Useful tools can also be found there, such as special fonts with characters for Lakota, a Lakota language spellchecker for Microsoft® Word, printable sheets with tests and additional exercises, and printable flashcards.

Orthography (Spelling)

This textbook uses an orthography that consistently marks each of the meaningful sounds of the language with a distinct symbol. Because of this, it is easy to learn and use. It has been tested with students of various ages and has proven to be very effective. Students are able to read this orthography consistently without problems and find it simple to learn. Some of the primary reasons include:

- Nasal vowels and aspirated stops are represented by letters rather than diacritics; therefore:
- The orthography is easy to write and type.
- It represents differences between similar words more clearly, such as maká “skunk” vs. makčá “earth”; and kíza “squeak” vs. khíza “to fight”, etc.
- It uses internationally-recognized characters which are available as Unicode fonts.
- It is consistent – each sound is assigned to a character (this makes it easier for children and students to read and write every word properly). Consistent phonetic orthography makes pronunciation of written words perfectly predictable.

The main characteristics of the orthography are:

- Instead of multiple diacritics only one is employed:
  ģ, ĥ, š, ž as opposed to g, h, s, z
- Stress is marked consistently: eyáya “he kept saying” vs. éyaya “he took it away” etc.
- Aspirated stops are differentiated from plain stops by letters ĥ and Ĭ rather than by diacritics, e.g.:
  tó “yes” vs. tľó “blue”
  kéya “he said that” vs. khéya “snapping turtle”

The orthography is explained in detail on page 96. In that section teachers can find instructions and suggestions on how to teach reading, writing, and pronunciation in Lakota.
**Vocabulary** on pg. 103.

**Sounds:** Lakota oral vowels, pg. 96.

The opening page of this unit introduces greetings used by boys (and men) “háu” and by girls (and women) “háŋ.”

In the traditional Lakota social environment, greetings were usually accompanied by kinship terms (these will be introduced later). Traditionally, women used “háŋ” only in response to a greeting. More recently, this word has become a part of regular greeting as children of both sexes are taught to say greetings.

- Háu / Háŋ
  
  To begin, ask the children to shake hands (napékičhiyuza po!) in pairs and greet each other with háu or háŋ.

- Táku eníčiyapi hwo/he?
  
  Write this sentence on the board and then demonstrate like this: Point at yourself (or put the palm of your hand on your chest) and say:

  `[Your name] emáčiyapi.

  Then point with your hand to one of the children and say:

  Táku eníčiyapi hwo/he?

  Help the child answer, e.g.: [David] emáčiyapi.

  Practice with all children in the classroom. Then ask them this: “Children, do you know how to say, ‘What is your name?’ in Lakota?”

  They should be able to say: Táku eníčiyapi hwo/he?

  Then ask them to question and answer each other about their names in Lakota.

  After the children are familiar with these sentences you may add the use of gender endings, emáčiyape ló for boys and emáčiyapi kštó for girls.

- Point at the characters of Robert and Lisa on the left hand page and say this:

  Lé hokšíla héčha.

  Lé wičhiŋčala héčha.

- Then point at a boy and a girl in the classroom and repeat the two sentences.

  Point at the character of Robert and Lisa again and play the audio CD with their dialogue. Then say:

  Hokšíla kiŋ Robert ečiyapi.

  Wičhiŋčala kiŋ Lisa ečiyapi.

  Ask the children to repeat each of the sentences.

- Point at one of the children in the classroom and ask:

  Hokšíla kiŋ lé táku ečiyapi hwo/he?

  The children answer:

  Gerry ečiyapi. or Hokšíla kiŋ (lé) Gerry ečiyapi.

  Repeat the activity pointing at other children.

- Then call on a child and ask him/her something like this, while pointing at another student:

  **Teacher:** Peter! Hokšíla kiŋ lé táku ečiyapi hwo/he?

  **Peter:** Hokšíla kiŋ Ron ečiyapi.

Then ask the children to point at one of their classmates and ask you about his or her name:

Hokšíla / Wičhiŋčala kiŋ lé táku ečiyapi hwo/he?

or: Hé táku ečiyapi hwo/he?

With third graders and older students you can also teach and practice these sentences (only in Lakota):

- Nitúwe hwo/he? {Who are you?} ➔ Robert Crow hé miyé. {I am Robert Crow.}

- Nitáku hwo/he? {What are you?} ➔ Hokšíla/Wičhiŋčala hemáčha. {I am a boy/girl.} or Homákišila. {I am a boy/girl.} / Wičmaŋčinha. {I am a girl.}

- Toníktuka hwo/he? {How are you?} / Toníkheča hwo/he? {How are you?} ➔ Matânyâŋ yeše/kštó. {I am fine.}

- Tanjánáŋló yo/ye (po/pe)! {Good bye!, “Go home well!”} Tókša akhé. {Later again.}

In order not to confuse the children, these questions and their corresponding answers should be taught and practiced one at a time.

The English translations provided in braces {} are for reference only and are not intended to be spoken out loud in the classroom. Arrows (➔) indicate a response in a dialogue sequence.

Gender endings will also be introduced, but only in a passive way – so that children understand them. They should start using them actively only after they are familiar with the sentence structure. Most reviewers agreed that yeše and kštó/ye add strong assertion and that children don’t use them as often as adults do.

After this unit, the children should be able to say the following sentences in Lakota: “What is your/his/her name?,” “How are you?,” and “Good bye.” They should also be able to say: (Lakȟóta) hokšíla / wičhiŋčala hemáčha. {I am a (Lakota) boy/girl.}

**Note 1:** Some contemporary materials by native speakers (e.g. Albert White Hat) state that the question word “he” is only used by women, while men always use “hwo” or “huŋwó.” Though this may be true in some communities, it is not the case among most current speakers in Pine Ridge. Also, all historic materials (such as texts collected by Deloria, Buechel and others), as well as contemporary studies document that “he” is used by both sexes. The enclitic hwo/huŋwó is used by men only in formal situations. Teachers should teach whatever usage is common in their communities.

**Note 2:** The word wičhiŋčala {girl} is sometimes spelled winčhiŋčala.

**Note 3:** Teachers may want to introduce the students to the fast speech pronunciation of Táku eníčiyapi he?, which is Tág eníčiyab he?

**Note 4:** The definite article may be pronounced either as kiŋ or ki. This textbook attempts to follow the more traditional spelling kiŋ.
Vocabulary of this unit is on page n. 103.

Lé wówapi héčha, (write this on the board)
- Pick up various objects and say Lakota sentences like: Lé (wówapi) héčha.
- Write the words lé, wówapi and héčha in a column on the blackboard. Then ask the children if they know what the words mean. Praise them if they do, help them if they don’t: lé {this}, wówapi {book}, héčha {it is (such)}.
- Then use flashcard activities and games (page 90–93) to teach the new words.
- Ask the children to find the things learned on the first page of this lesson, point at them and say their Lakota name. Ask them to notice how the words are written. (Alternatively, play the audio CD and ask the children to point at the things they hear named).
- Have the children do the coloring activity on the following page (the children should be able to recognize the words and color the items accordingly).

Lé táku hwo/he? (write this on the board)
- While holding up the previously taught classroom objects ask: Lé táku hwo/he?
- (The children should be able to guess the meaning of the sentence, if they can’t, demonstrate the answer. This should help them understand the context. Do not translate the sentence into English.)
- Ask Lé táku hwo/he? about several objects.
- Write the words lé, táku and hwo/he? in a column on the blackboard. Then ask the children if they know what the words mean. Praise them if they do, help them if they don’t: lé {this}, táku {what}, hwo/he? {question}.
- Then ask the children to point at objects (or hold them) and ask you with Lé táku hwo/he?
- Tell the children that now they know the Lakota question Lé táku hwo/he? and therefore they can ask their parents or grandparents in Lakota about various things. This should be done at the end of class.
Start the next class by reviewing the previous one (vocabulary, Lé .... héčha,, Lé táku hwo/he?).

Sounds – Plain Stops
Plain stops (č, k, p, t) are among the most common Lakota consonants, but are very rare in English. Early correct and consistent practicing of their pronunciation is essential for learning the Lakota language. The textbook introduces plain stops before aspirated stops. This keeps students from tending to pronounce stops the way they sound in English. Follow the instructions on page 96 to teach plain stops.

“Yes” and “No” (Hán and Hiyá)
- Take out 6 flashcards of previously learned vocabulary and show them to the children (they say the words).
- Choose one of the flashcards but make sure children don’t see which one you have.
- Tell them to guess the card you chose by saying the Lakota word (make sure you only call on one child at a time).
- If the word isn’t correct, shake your head “no” very clearly and say: Hiyá.
- If a child guesses the word correctly, nod your head “yes” very clearly and say: Háŋ. At the same time show the card.
- Play this game 3 or 4 times, with different sets of flashcards.
After several rounds ask the children this question:
- Children, what do you think the Lakota word is for “Yes”?
- Children should be able to say Háŋ.
- Children, what do you think the Lakota word is for “No”?
- Children should be able to say Hiyá.
- Put the labels (or write the words) of Hán and Hiyá on the board and pronounce them clearly again. Children repeat.
Ask the children to do the activities on the second activity page. With older or more advanced students you can also teach the sentence Lé wówapi (héčha) šní. – This is not a book.

Note 1: lé versus hé: The distinction between “this” (lé, within arm’s length) and “that” (hé, outside of arm’s length) is not addressed in this textbook. Teachers should judge whether their students are ready for this concept. If so, they should demonstrate it by holding and/or pointing at objects and saying Lé táku hwo/he? and Hé táku hwo/he? The answers use lé or hé depending on the distance of the one who answers from the object.

Note 2: The sentence Lé wówapi héčha. {This is a book.} can also be said without héčha: Lé wówapi. The verb héčha is only used to describe an object; it is not used for identification.

Note 3: In yes/no questions in English there is a rising pitch at the end of the question. This is never the case in Lakota – melody of the sentence always falls on hwo/he. Make sure the children don’t pronounce questions in Lakota with rising pitch.

Note 4: The original meaning of wakšiča is “bowl”, while “plate” is wakšiča bláská. For the sake of simplicity we use wakšiča as the generic term for dish.

Note 5: Oákanjke is a more recent form of oákanyánke.

Note 6: Variations of “chalkboard” are čanačbláská, čanačbláská akáŋwowapi, čanačbláská wówapi, čálwówapi.

Note 7: Some people differentiate between wíčazo {pencil} and mnísapa wíčazo {pen}, but most use wíčazo as a generic term.

Note 8: Two reviewers gave the word wíyuks for “scissors”.

For Teachers and Parents (Unit 2)
For Teachers and Parents (Unit 3)

**Vocabulary** on pg. 103.

**Sounds:** nasal vowels (instructions for teaching nasal vowels on pg. 97).

Practice pronunciation of nasal vowels: aŋ, iŋ, uŋ.

With 2nd – 3rd graders you can practice writing aŋ, iŋ, uŋ.

- **Teaching numbers 1 to 6**
  Use cards with digits and practice the pronunciation of Lakota numbers 1 to 6. You may also use the audio CD. Order the numbers in forward and backward sequences of 1–2–3–4–5–6 and 6–5–4–3–2–1. Once the children are able to say these sequences well, practice the numbers at random.

- **Work with the Lesson Page (numbers 1–6)**
  Hold the Lesson Page towards the children. Point at the first picture and say:
  
  **Wiyatke waniŋi.**

  Children repeat after you while pointing at one picture at a time: wiyatke waniŋi; wiyatke núŋpa, etc.

- **Break**
  At this point let the children relax from active learning by doing the exercises on the following page (exercises dealing with numbers 1–6).

  After the break or in the next class: **Tóna hwo/he?**

  Hold the Lesson Page towards the children. Point at a picture and say: **Tóna hwo/he?**

  Demonstrate the answer by saying the number of objects in the picture, e.g.: **Yámní.**

  Point at another picture and ask again (**Tóna hwo/he?**). Children answer using only the number.

- **Teaching numbers 7 to 12**
  Teach the numbers 7 to 12 the same way as 1–6 previously.

  **Tóna hwo/he?**

  Use the same exercises for **Tóna hwo/he?** as previously, for 7 to 12 and for 1 to 12.

- **Break**
  Let the children relax by doing exercises dealing with numbers 7 to 12 on the second activity page.

  After the break or in the next class:

- **Play games with numbers**
  1) **Bingo**

  The children each have cards sets numbered 1 to 12 or card sets of images in multiples of 1 to 12 (you can create these cards by copying the Lesson Page and letting the children color the objects). The children put the cards in rows and columns 3 by 4 in a random order.

  You will then say numbers in Lakota and they will turn over the card with the appropriate number. The child that has a full row or column turned over first wins and says “BINGO!” Play as long as the children are enjoying themselves.

  2) Use ten to twelve flashcards of previously taught vocabulary (classroom items). Put the flashcards on the board and number them from 1 to 12. Say the name of each of the items and ask the children to say its number. Then switch, say the numbers, and have the children say the items.

  If the children are old enough to know the digits and their values, use cards with the Lakota words for 1 to 12 and ask the children to match these with digits (e.g. on the board, on their desks etc.)

- **Waniyetu nitóna hwo/he?**
  Let the children look at the dialogue at the bottom of the Lesson Page. Play the audio CD with the dialogue twice. (You may also read it.) Then point at the boy in the picture and say:
  
  **Lé táku hwo/he? → Hoksíla.**
  **Hé waniyetu tóna hwo/he? → (Waniyetu) šákpe.**

  Ask the children: “Do you know how to say ‘I am six’?” Some children should answer with “**mášákpe.**” Then ask: “Do you know how to say, ‘I am six years old.’?” → **Waniyetu mášákpe.** “How do we say ‘How old are you?’?” → **Waniyetu nitóna hwo/he?**

  Then ask several children:
  
  **Hoksíla, waniyetu nitóna hwo/he?**
  **Wičhíŋčala, waniyetu nitóna hwo/he?**

  Afterwards have the children practice the dialogue in pairs. Another way of telling age is using the verb **henákeča:** **Waniyetu wikčémna henámakeča.** {I am ten years old.}

- ** Mázaškaŋškaŋ tóna hwo/he?**
  With more advanced or older children you may be able to teach time telling. Use a paper clock with movable hands or pictures with 1 to 12 o’clock. Practice saying:
  
  **Mázaškaŋškaŋ tóna hwo/he? → Mázaškaŋškaŋ núŋpa.**

  Ask the children as you point at a picture (clock). Then let them ask you while pointing at a clock.

  You may also use the expression **Oápfe/Owápfe tóna hwo/he?** for “What time is it?” (As a further way of reviewing numbers, teach days of the week (create labels for them).)

- **What can you say about yourself?**
  See if some children can say three sentences about themselves such as:
  
  **Robert Gray Eagle emáčiyapi.**
  **Hoksíla hemáčha yélól, Waniyetu mašákonwíŋ.**

  **Note:** Some reviewers indicated that **waniŋi** is used to express the number of objects (e.g. ‘one book’), while **waniŋi** is used for counting. Others felt there was no such distinction.
1. Colors
- There are 14 words for colors in this lesson. To begin, teach the first 8 colors and then the remaining 6 (They are compounds of the first 8).
- Use flashcards activities (page 90–93) to teach the new vocabulary.
- Review the numbers: put 10 to 12 flashcards of colors on the board and number them. Ask the children to say the number of the color you name. Switch the colors on the board and number them. Ask the children to say the number of the color you name. Switch the activity, you say numbers, the children say the colors.
- Demonstrate the following question and answer dialogue (perhaps with an advanced student):
  Q: Wówapi kiŋ lé oówá tokča hwo/he? {What color is the book?}
  A: (Wówapi kiŋ lé) tłó. {It is blue (The book is blue.)}
- In the K-1 level use the simpler question while pointing at the item (Lé oówá tokča hwo/he? {What color is this?}) and let the children give a short answer (Lé šá. {This is red.}) With older students elicit the full sentences by having the children ask each other the question (e.g. Wičazo kiŋ lé oówá tokča hwo/he?). Avoid describing plural objects. The plural forms of the colors will be introduced in later chapters (inanimate plural cf. Unit 5, animate plural cf. Unit 15).
- Have the children work in pairs or in groups of 3 to 4. They should ask each other: Lé oówá tokča hwo/he? about the different things in the textbook and in the classroom.

2. Colors on the Lesson Page
- Once the children know the colors very well, work with this unit’s Lesson Page. The children should open their books and look at the page. Ask them to say the Lakota word of an animal or thing whose color you will say, e.g.: teacher: tłó; children: wówapi. (Start with the first 8 colors, then add the remainder.)
- Do the same activity, this time you say the items and the children say the colors.

3. Modifier Position
In this unit the children are introduced for the first time to the position of a modifier (i.e. color). Because the position differs from that in English, it is important to demonstrate and practice it extensively. Do not explain it, but demonstrate it repeatedly.
- Ask the children to point at the picture you name. (Oákaŋke makípazo wól.)
- Then name the individual pictures on the first page of the unit, e.g.:
  Lé wówapi tłó.; Lé igmú ġi.; Lé wakšiča ská., etc.
- Now change the activity. Point at a picture (or a classroom object) and ask Lé táku hwo/he? The children should describe it with a noun and modifier.
- If you think the children grasped the modifier position well enough, have them do similar activity in pairs or groups.

4. Na = And
Demonstrate the use of na {and} with objects of multiple color. Hold up a multicolored object and say slowly and carefully a phrase like: Lé wóžuha kiŋ tłó na šá. {This bag is blue and red.}.
Repeat with other objects. Ask the children: “Children, do you know how we say ‘and’ in Lakota?” Ask the children to point to other multicolored objects and describe them, e.g.: Lé wówapi tłózi na zi.

5. Review “Yes” and “No” (Háŋ and Hiyá)
Ask about pictures or classroom objects. Have the children answer with Háŋ and Hiyá like this:
Súŋka kiŋ lé ská hwo/he? {Is the dog white?}  Híyá {No.}
Wówapi kiŋ lé tłózi hwo/he?  Háŋ.
Iyúša kiŋ lé tłózi hwo/he?  Háŋ, etc.

The introduction of kiŋ should be passive. Children are not expected to use it themselves. With the upper grades, you can practice this actively – the students can ask similar questions in their work groups. They may use a structure like: Súŋka kiŋ lé ská hwo/he?

Note 1: The question, Oówá tokča hwo/he? is not a phrase recognized by all communities. Lakota speakers working with the Colorado Lakota Project used this phrase for asking color of non-animate objects. David Little Elk uses the phrase for both inanimate objects and animals. The reviewers of this textbook were less absolute about its use, especially in the context of the color of birds. Híŋtokča hwo/he? was given for fur bearing animals.

Note 2: In some communities Hóta has a changeable “å” (Hóta). When used at the end of sentences and before some enclitics (such as sú) Hóta becomes Hóte in these communities and among some individuals.

Note 3: The word for “pink” is šástáŋ in some communities, and šasáŋ or šammá in others. Use whatever is more common in your local area.

Note 4: The word tłózi is also used to express the green color of grass and leaves. This will be more thoroughly explained in a later unit. Feel free to tell the children in case they ask or it becomes an issue.

Note 5: Albert White Hat uses zítľó instead of tłózi for “green”. And so this may be the usage on Rosebud. Use your local variant.

Note 6: Some speakers stress the compounded colors on the first syllable others on the second (e.g. zišá instead of zišá).
For Teachers and Parents (Unit 5)

Vocabulary on pg. 103

Sounds: klí and kh (for instructions cf. p. 97)

Have ready the flashcards of geometric shapes in different colors and sizes.

Geometric Shapes

Geometric shapes are important in Lakota culture. They have always been used as symbols for natural features in traditional artwork. Therefore, it is important for children to learn to recognize the various shapes and name them in Lakota.

Children enjoy activities with colored shapes cut out of paper. This unit offers many flexible options and activities which help build the vocabulary of numbers, colors, and sizes.

1. Begin the unit by teaching words for geometric shapes. Use the flashcard activities (cf. p. 90–93).
2. Try the following activities after you are certain that the children know the shape vocabulary. With flashcards or two objects of different size, demonstrate the difference between tȟáŋka {big} and čík’ala {small}.
3. Start working with the Lesson Page of this unit. Ask the children to point at the shape that you name. Say e.g.: mimélá tȟáŋka, oblótȟúŋ čík’ala, oíse-ýámní čík’ala, oblótȟúŋ-háŋška tȟáŋka. The children point at the proper shape.
4. Ask the children to point at the shape that has the color you name, as in: sápa, sá, sáŋ, tȟóša etc. Finally, ask the children to say the color of the object that you name. E.g. mimélá čík’ala ➔ sá; etc.

Break

Let children relax by coloring objects in the exercises one and two on the following page. Help them understand the written instructions if they can’t read. Alternatively, use the two exercises as a review at the beginning of the next class.

Review of Háŋ and Hiyá

Later, do a flashcard activity involving shapes with which you review the words Háŋ and Hiyá, and the question Lé mimélá (héčha) hwo/he?. Children answer with Háŋ or Hiyá.

Review of Numbers

Prepare 10–12 flashcards with different geometric shapes in both large and small versions and in different colors. Put the cards on the board and number them (1 to 10 or 1 to 12).

1. Name individual shapes. The children should say the numbers, like: oblótȟúŋ tȟáŋka ➔ tôpa; mimélá thó ➔ wišíččna
2. Say the numbers. The children name the shapes, e.g.: núŋpa ➔ oíse-ýámní; záptan ➔ ičážopi
3. Say the numbers. The children say the sizes, e.g. wanží ➔ tȟáŋka; napčíyuŋka ➔ čík’ala

Colors in the Inanimate Plural

This is the first time children are introduced to the inanimate plurals of the colors (i.e. their reduplicated forms). Avoid using the plural for animate items (e.g. animals). This is introduced later in Unit 15 (page 60).

Choose flashcards of geometrical shapes. Ideally choose those with multiple shapes of the same type and color on one card. With their help, demonstrate the plural forms of colors; make sure to start with the basic color terms, i.e. those that don’t combine two colors (šá, thó, ská, sáŋ, zi, gi, hóta, sápa):

- Show a flashcard (e.g. with three red squares) and say: Lená šašá. Continue with other shapes until all the colors are used.
- Show the same flashcards one by one and ask the children to say the colors in the plural.
- Do the same activity with compound color terms (tȟóži, tȟóša, tȟósan, tȟósapa, ziša) without reduplicating them.

Prepare labels with singular and plural forms of color terms. Make two columns on the board, one with header “One” (or waŋži) the other with “Many” (or ṏíta). Then ask the children to put the labels in the proper column keeping the singular and plural forms on the same line.

The children can practice the plural forms further in exercises 5 and 6 on the next page (provide help to non-reading students).

Ask the children if they are able to explain to you which of the color-words are doubled and which are not.

Demonstrate the verb blúhá {I have}:

Hold up an object (or a picture) and say, e.g.: Oblótȟúŋ waŋ blúhá. {I have a square.}

Repeat this several times and then ask children to hold something up. Ask them this:

Táku (čha) blúhá hwo/he? {What do you have?}

Once you are sure the children know the meaning of blúhá and luȟá, let them hold similar conversations in pairs. With more advanced students use more complex sentences, e.g.: Oblótȟúŋ zízí tôpa blúhá.

In the next class, review blúhá and luȟá. With more advanced students, demonstrate yuhá {he/she has}. Ask about individual students in ways like: Robert táku (čha) yuhá hwo/he? {What does Robert have?}

Note 1: A variant of the word oblótȟúŋ {square} is oblóȟúŋ. Use and teach whichever variant is more common in your local area. Deloria gives “obló” as the root of the word. Many speakers (especially in Medicine Root District and in Cheyenne River) refer to obló-ýámní as the word for triangle.

Note 2: The five-point star was preferred by the reviewers because of its common use today. Traditionally, four point stars were used as well as stars of unspecified number of points.

Note 3: The word ičážopi {line} implies that the line was made with a pen or pencil, while ičáŋopi would be a line made with a stick in sand or carved in wood.
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For Teachers and Parents (Unit 6)

**Vocabulary** on pg. 104.

**Sounds:** th, th (instructions cf. p. 98).

| In order for children to enjoy learning and using a language they need to be able to talk about things they like. Toys are as important to children today as they were long ago. Before you start this lesson unit ask the children to look at the Lesson Page. Ask them if they have any of the toys in the picture at home. The children should tell you which they have and you will ask them to bring one of their toys to the next class. You may want to make sure that no one brings their toy to bring one of their toys to the next class. You may want to make sure that no one brings their bicycle or that too many bring the same thing. For the following activities it helps to have a variety of toys. Allowing children to use their own toys stimulates learning activity by creating a real-life situation. In case children cannot bring their toys, use flashcards of the toys instead for the same activities.

| **Ask the children** (one at a time) to hold up their toy and to ask you something like: |
| **Student:** Lé táku hwo/he? |
| **Teacher:** Lé iyéčhiŋkyŋke hēčha. |
| Each child repeats after the teacher (Eyá yo!). |

| • Hold up a toy and demonstrate the following sentence: |
| Iyéčhiŋkyŋke wāŋ bluhá. {I have a car.} |
| Help the children to say the same sentence about their toys. With the youngest children, be happy even if they say only the name of the toy. |
| If you feel that your students managed the sentence structure, encourage the use of gender endings (yeló or kštó/ye) after bluhá. |

| • Then ask individual children something like: |
| Robert, táku (čha) luhá hwo/he? |
| {Robert, what do you have?} |
| Each child answers like: |
| Šūŋkawaklľľŋ wāŋ bluhá. {I have a horse.} or Šūŋkawaklľľŋ čha bluhá. {A horse is what I have.} |
| Don’t be disappointed if some children give you only the term for the toy and praise them in any case. They may also omit the indefinite article (wāŋ). |

| • Tell the children to ask each other about their toys: |
| Táku (čha) luhá hwo/he? {What do you have?} ➔ Matľó (wāŋ bluhá) (yeló/kštó). {I have a bear.} |

| You may also want to add color to the sentence later. Demonstrate this by taking a toy into your hands and saying: Iyéčhiŋkyŋke tłó wāŋ bluhá. {I have a blue car.} |

| • Try this activity: Ask the children to sit or stand in a circle and to try to memorize what toys the other children have. Then have the children put the toys behind their backs (or put them away). Ask the children to try to remember and name somebody else’s toy (without naming the person sitting next to them). For example: |
| David iwátľľokšľ wāŋ yuhá. {David has a truck.} (With advanced students: David iwátľľokšľ sápa wāŋ yuhá. {David has a black truck.}) |

| Whenever a child makes a correct guess, he or she exchanges his/her place with the child being guessed or receives a point/picture/sticker. |

| **Workbook Pages** |
| Use the coloring exercises on the following pages to give the small children a break. If appropriate, you can also use the colored images for additional exercises. The children can, for instance, describe the colors of their pictures: Šūŋká sápa wāŋ bluhá. {I have a black dog.} |

| You can adapt many of the flashcard activities on page 90 to be used with the toys. |

| With older or more advanced students introduce mitľľwā, nītľľwā, tľľwā, e.g.: Iyéčhiŋkyŋke mitľľwā kįŋ tľľó. {My car is blue.} or Iyéčhiŋkyŋke (tľľó) kįŋ mitľľwā. {The (blue) car is mine.} |

| Make sure to review bluhá, luhá and yuhá in every class of this lesson, using one of the short activities above. |

| **Note 1:** Some of the toy words, such as “teddy bear”, “toy car” etc. would normally be modified with hokšičala, e.g.: matľľó hokšičala {teddy bear}. For purposes of teaching new vocabulary and sentences, we recommend using the shorter terms. Children will learn the proper terms later. |

| **Note 2:** Variations for “doll” are haŋpóšpu hokšičala, hopóšpu, and hokšičala kágapi. |
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For Teachers and Parents (Unit 7)

**Vocabulary** on pg. 104.

**Sounds:** pʃi, ph (instructions cf. p 98)

Use flashcard activities to introduce new vocabulary (cf. pages 90–93).

To begin, teach only the modern clothing and introduce the traditional clothes only in higher grades. The K-3 students can recognize them passively, but should not be required to know them.

After the flashcard activities have been used to reinforce the new vocabulary, review the colors in this way:

Teacher: Ógle kinj lé óowa tókča hwo/he?
Student: Tȟúzí.
Teacher: Úŋzőgé kinj lé óowa tókča hwo/he?
Student: Tȟó.

Afterwards, reverse the dialogue:

Children should say the clothing items and you tell them the color. This can also be done in pairs.

Later, ask the children to close their books and look around (ideally they should be seated in a circle). Then make a statement such as:

Ógle zi makipazo wo! {Show me a yellow shirt.}
Hápka tȟítȟó makipazo wo! {Show me blue shoes.}

The children should point at a classmate who is wearing the mentioned item of clothing.

**Introduce the verb úŋ {to wear}**

After the children are familiar with the new vocabulary, introduce the verb úŋ {to wear}. You can do it like this. Take your jacket and say:

Lé ógle šókela hécha.

Then, put it on and say:

Ógle šókela múŋ.

Name some other things that you are wearing, e.g.:

Úŋzógé sápa múŋ. Ógle šá múŋ, etc.

Then ask individual children what they are wearing:

Teacher: Táku (čha) núŋ he? {What are you wearing?}
Student: Úŋzógé tȟó núŋ. {I am wearing blue pants.}

Then ask the children to do the same activity in pairs. When the children become familiar with the verb forms múŋ {I wear} and núŋ {you wear}, you can introduce úŋ {he/she wears}. As an exercise, let them choose one of their classmates and describe what he or she is wearing.

**Review of inanimate plural:**

With paired clothing items, such as shoes, socks and gloves, you can review the inanimate plural of colors. For instance:

Hápka giŋ giŋ bluhá.
Huŋyáktȟuŋ fółlíóta bluhá.
Napiŋkpa sapsápa bluhá.

Demonstrate the sentences first and then help the students repeat them about their own clothes.

**Play “Who is it?”**

Tell the children that you are going to think of someone in the class and they must guess who it is. They need to ask questions such as: Ógle zí ūŋ hwo/he? {Is he/she wearing a yellow shirt?}, Úŋzógé sápa ūŋ hwo/he? {Is he/she wearing black pants?} etc.

**Mitȟáwa, kiŋ**

With the upper grades or more advanced classes you may introduce (or review) the following sentence structure:

Ógle niṭíȟáwa kíŋ oówá tókča hwo/he? {What color is your shirt?}
Ógle niṭíȟáwa kíŋ sápe. {My shirt is black.}
Hápka niṭíȟáwa kíŋ oówá tókča hwo/he? {What color are your shoes?}
Hápka niṭíȟáwa kíŋ tȟítȟó. {My shoes are blue.}

**New versus Old**

You can also introduce the adjectives leȟála {new} and tȟáŋnila {old}. Both are used only with inanimate objects. You can practice these two words in sentences such as:

Úŋzógé niṭíȟáwa kíŋ tȟáŋnila. {My pants are old.}
Níṭéȟépi niṭíȟáwa kíŋ leȟála. {My skirt is new.}
Hápka niṭíȟáwa kíŋ tȟáŋnigínila. {My shoes are old.}
Hápka niṭíȟáwa kíŋ leȟálpȟáila. {My shoes are new.}

Note 1: In Pine Ridge leȟála is commonly used for “new” and tȟéčča for “young”, while in Cheyenne River tȟéčča seems to be used in both senses.

Note 2: Úŋzógin is another form of úŋzóge {pants}.

Note 3: The word nítěhépi {skirt} is only recognized in some communities. If your local variant is different, introduce that word in your classes. Níṭéhépi is given by Riggs in his Dakota dictionary and later by Buechel in his Lakota dictionary (indicated as an old word by White Rabbit) and by Deloria some 10 years later. She also provided the word uppi {skirt, petticoat}. Níṭéhépi is probably in use on the Rosebud and the Cheyenne River reservations as indicated in books by Albert White Hat and David Little Elk.

Note 4: The word for jacket is both ógle šóka and ógle šókela.

Note 5: Other terms for “neck-scarf” are tȟáhú tȟáŋkhepi and tȟáhú tȟáŋpe. Watiȟélakha is given for “head-scarf”.

Note 6: The generic term for moccasins is hàŋpíkčěka. Beaded moccasins are called hàŋpíkčěka kšúpi or hàŋpakȟúpi. Wáŋápíŋ is any necklace, while hulu wáŋápíŋ is specifically the one in the picture (one reviewer gave wáŋólala wáŋápíŋ).
Vocabulary on pg. 104.

Sounds: ē, ēh (instructions on pg. 99).

The Lesson Page shows the kinship terms used by a boy (in the picture of a contemporary family) and those used by a girl (in the picture of a pre-reservation family). Teachers may want to explain to the children that the kinship terms in the two pictures are not different because of the different time periods, but because they are used by a boy and a girl.

Teachers may also explain to the children that members of a family preferably address each other with kinship terms rather than personal names. Names are more often used for reference than for address.

The labels in the picture provide the terms of address. The terms misúŋkala {younger brother} and mitľáŋkala {woman’s younger sister} include the notion of “my” (mi-).

### Teach the kinship terms

- Point at a character in the picture and then say the appropriate kinship term. Children repeat. Then play the audio CD and children should point at the characters in their books.
- You can also use the picture of the contemporary Lakota family to review some clothing terms. Ask about the characters in the picture and the children should respond with the proper kinship term such as:
  
  **Teacher:** Tuwä oglé šá ūŋ hwo/he?
  
  **Children:** Tľunŋkášila.

  - Ask the children to draw a picture of their family on a sheet of paper. They should draw their parents, grandparents and siblings. Ask the children to write the names of their relatives on the picture (This should be done with sensitivity for the children who don’t live with their families).

### “My-” forms of kinship terms

Introduce the “my-” reference construction by giving the example of “my father”: até-waye kiŋ (-waye kiŋ is appended to the kinship term). Then ask the children to create the “my-” forms of the relatives you name:

**Teacher:** iná ➔ **Students:** iná-waye kiŋ etc.

The terms are:

- **ináwaye kiŋ** {my mother}; **atéwaye kiŋ** {my father}; **úŋčíwaye kiŋ** {my grandmother}; **tlunjkašilaweye kiŋ** {my grandfather}; **čhiyéwaye kiŋ** {my older brother (man speaking)}; **thiblówaye kiŋ** {my older brother (woman speaking)}; **tlunjkakováwaye kiŋ** {my older sister (man speaking)}; **čhuwécwaye kiŋ** {my older sister (woman speaking)}; **tlunjkakováwaye kiŋ** {my younger sister (man speaking)}; **sunčkáwaye kiŋ** {my younger brother}; **tlunjkakováwaye kiŋ** {my younger sister (woman speaking)}; **čhiŋkšiwaye kiŋ** {my son}; **čhiŋkšiwaye kiŋ** {my daughter}.

Make the children aware of the two exceptions to the rule: misúŋkala ➔ sunčká-waye kiŋ {my younger brother}; mitľáŋkala ➔ tlunjkáwaye kiŋ {my younger sister}.

With students who read, write some of the terms on the board. Read them and then ask the children if they can find out how to say “my mother” or “my father”. To make it clearer to the students you can use a hyphen: iná-waye kiŋ. This should make it easier for the children to see where the “my” part stands. (See the explanation of slow and fast pronunciation of -waye kiŋ on page 101). It should be made clear that this construction can be used only with kinship terms; remind them of mitľáwa which is used for things. A more thorough explanation of the –ye kiŋ form is covered in Level 2.

#### Talk about your family

Using their family pictures, have them describe their family in a way like: Iná-waye kiŋ Mary ečiyapi. Até-waye kiŋ Bob ečiyapi. etc.

- **čhiŋkši and čhuŋkši:** Introduce and practice the terms čhiŋkši {son} and čhuŋkši {daughter}.

  **Optional:** With more advanced students, introduce the 3rd person singular forms of reference (i.e. his/her …). They are: húnku {his/her mother}; atküku {his/her father}; kųŋšítku {his/her grandmother}; tľunjšítku {his/her grandfather}; čhiyéku {his older brother}; thibléku {her older brother}; tľunjčíku {his older sister}; čhuwéku {her older sister}; tľunjšítku {his younger sister}; sunčkáku {his/her younger brother}; tľunjčíku {her younger sister}; čhiŋkšítku {his/her son}; čhiŋkšítku {his/her daughter}.

- You can also add the -yaye kiŋ form for “your [kinship term]”. Your students can practice this construction in a dialogue such as:
  1) Robert: Iná-waye kiŋ táku ečiyapi hwo/he?
  2) David: Iná-waye kiŋ Mary ečiyapi.
  3) Robert: David húnku Mary ečiyapi.

- Ask the children: “What do you call me if I address you like this?”:
  
  **Teacher:** Thiblé. {Older brother (woman speaking)}
  
  **Student:** Tľunjší. {Younger sister (man speaking)}

  This is a complex activity and should only be used with more advanced students.

  The exercises on the second workbook page will also require a teacher’s assistance.

**Note 1:** The other kinship terms, such as: aunt, uncle, cousins, etc. are introduced in Level 2.

**Note 2:** Tľunjšíšila is a formal term of address. Informally, children call their grandfathers kaká (among the Oglala and Síčháŋgu) or lalá (in the northern Lakota communities). Teachers should introduce these terms as well (including kaká-waye kiŋ / lalá-waye kiŋ for “my grandfather”).

**Note 3:** Most communities use úŋčí as the only or generic term for “grandmother”. Some communities, however, use úŋčí for the maternal grandmother and kųŋší for the paternal grandmother.

**Note 4:** Mitľáŋkala and misúŋkala are often shortened to mitľáj and misúŋ.
For Teachers and Parents (Unit 9)

**Vocabulary** on pg. 104.

**Sounds:** s, š and z, ž (for instructions cf. pg. 99).

Children usually enjoy learning body part terms. There are many fun activities they can do while learning them.

The vocabulary in this unit is introduced and practiced through activities involving the children’s own bodies. If teachers want extra material they can make their own handout activities, such as having the children match words with a picture of a person.

There are eighteen body parts in this unit. Introduce them to the children in two groups:

1) natá, thezí, napé, čhanté, čhuwi, istó, sí, hú, tšahú
2) makhú, čhekpa, išpa, napsúkaza, siókaza, čhaŋkpe, uŋzé, hiŋyéte, sičhán

The second group should be introduced after the children are thoroughly familiar with the first group.

- Touch your arm with your hand and say istó. Ask the children to do the same and repeat the word after you. Continue with other words from the first group. Alternatively, use the audio CD to demonstrate by touching while you listen. Explain that čhanté means “heart” as it may not be obvious just by touching the left side of your chest.

After you feel that the children know the words, reinforce the words through the following activity:

- Ask the children to touch the body part you name. Then say: Natá églutfiŋ po! {Touch your heads!} Sí églutfiŋ po! {Touch your feet!} etc.
- Then ask the children to name the body part that you touch. Do the same sequence of activities for the second group of body parts.

**Play the game Simon heyé:**

Children touch the named body part only if Simon heyé {Simon Says} is used. For instance:

- Simon heyé: Natá églutfiŋ po! {The children touch.}
- Simon heyé: Sí églutfiŋ po! {The children touch.}
- Čhuwi églutfiŋ po! {The children don’t touch.}

**With more advanced classes teach these sentences:**

- Sí núŋpa mayúkke. {I have two feet.}
- Napé núŋpa mayúkke. {I have two hands.}
- Natá waŋziala mayúkke. {I have only one head.} etc.

Ideally, the children should repeat these sentences after you while also pointing at the mentioned body part(s).

**How many?**

Ask the children to say the number of a body part you name, e.g.:

- čhuwi → waŋží; natá → waŋží, hú → núŋpa, čhekpa → waŋží; istó → núŋpa, išpa → núŋpa, napsúkaza → wíkčémna, etc.

**How many legs?**

Name various animals, creatures or even things and ask the children to respond with the appropriate number of legs, e.g.:

- hokšiła → núŋpa; šųŋka → tópa; waŋblí → núŋpa; iktómi → šaglóŋaŋ; wablúška → šáŋke; oáŋkaŋke → tópa; akąŋwówapi → tópa etc.

**Play with Rhymes**

Children love rhymes and songs. They are enjoyable and help with word memorization and sentence structures.

Most of the body parts have at least one rhyming companion. Therefore you can play a game with the children like this:

Tell them that you will say a body part. They must respond with one that rhymes and at the same time touch the body part they name. Demonstrate: thezí ↔ čhuwi.

Here are the pairs: išpa ↔ čhekpa (+ natá); tšahú ↔ makhú (hú); thezí ↔ čhuwi (+ sí); napé ↔ čhaŋkpe (+ uŋzé); napsúkaza ↔ siókaza. There are no rhymes for istó and sičhán.

You can also use the favorite song “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes” in Lakota.

With advanced students introduce (demonstrate) possessive pronouns: for 1st person singular the prefix ma- or mi- is used (manáta {my head}, minápe {my hand}), for 2nd person singular prefix ni- is used (nisí {your foot}).

With older students make sure to explain that mítíáwa/mítíáwa/tíáwa are not used with body parts. Independent personal pronouns (like mítíáwa) are not used with body parts (and kinship terms). This is one of the most common errors students make when translating from English to Lakota.

Furthermore, in sentences like, “My nose is big,” possessive pronouns aren’t used at all. Instead, the information is carried in the verb, as in:

“My nose is big.” = Píasú matȟíŋka. {nose – I am big.}

- The “Touch your …” game is very good when a change in activity is needed.

**Note 1:** Hiŋyéte is sometimes used as the generic term for “shoulder”. Its meaning refers to the back part of the shoulder. Other anatomical terms for this area are: shoulder joint – abló, the upper arm – ahlóčó, and the forearm – istó. Istó is also used as a generic word for the entire arm.

**Note 2:** Many reviewers gave siplí as the variant for “toes”, while some referred to it as the “big toe” only. **Note 3:** Variants for “fingers” are: napsúkaza, napsúokaza, napsúkazuŋte and napsú. **Note 4:** All reviewers except two stated that uŋzé {buttocks} has no derogatory connotation in Lakota language.
**Vocabulary** on pg. 105.

**Sounds:** h, w, y, l, m, n (cf. pg. 99).

First, teach new words by using various flashcard activities (cf. pages 90–93). Teach the fruits first. After several flashcard activities you can let the children color the outlined images on the following workbook page. Then do some other flashcard activities. With second graders you can let the children match the words to the pictures (on the next page). After you are sure that the students are familiar with fruits, start introducing vegetables with the same strategy.

- **Waskúyeča nainš Watňóťťňo** {Fruit or Vegetable}
  
  Put a flashcard with an apple on the blackboard and write waskúyeča above it. Then say: T histórico kiŋ waskúyeča hěčha. {Apple is a fruit.}

  Then put a flashcard of potatoes on the blackboard, write watňóťťňo above it and say Bló kiŋ watňóťťňo hěčha. {Potato is a vegetable}.

  Then ask the children to match the other flashcards with one of the two groups. You may want to make sure that the children understand the words waskúyeča and watňóťťňo before they start matching other cards. Individual children come, take a flashcard, and add it to one of the groups.

  After all the flashcards are divided between the two groups, the teacher names a fruit or vegetable, the children respond with waskúyeča or watňóťťňo.

  This activity can be used for review in the next class, this time without the pictures.

- **Review Inanimate Plural of Colors**

  Show the children a flashcard of a banana and ask: Ziškopela kiŋ lě oówa tókča hwo/he? {What color is the banana?}. The children respond with: (Ziškopela kiŋ) zí. Show the picture of strawberries and ask: Wažúšča kiŋ lená oówa tókča hwo/he? {What color are the strawberries?}. Children respond with: (Wažúšča kiŋ lená) šašá. or Lená šašá.

  Continue with the plural constructions of other fruits and vegetables. This way the children review the inanimate plural of colors (reduplicated forms).

  You may also practice with sentences like this:

  Ziškopela kiŋ (lená) zízí. {Bananas are yellow.}

  Uŋźiŋźiptka kiŋ (lená) šašá. {Tomatoes are red.}

  Bló kiŋ (lená) ţiţí. {Potatoes are brown.}

- **Wašté nainš šiča**

  Write wašté and šiča on the board, say those words and ask the children if they know what they mean. They will be familiar with wašté. Give them a hint about šiča by saying it is the opposite of wašté. The students repeat the words after you.

  Demonstrate this activity. The teacher names (or shows a picture of) a fruit/vegetable, individual children respond with wašté or šiča according to their likes and dislikes. Children can do this either in pairs or groups, or by standing in a circle taking turns in naming the fruits/vegetables.

- **Waštéwalake or Waštéwalake šni**

  Write the two words on the board. Then take a picture of one of your favorite fruits and say e.g.: Ziškopela kiŋ wašté. Waštéwalake. Repeat with another fruit/vegetable and then ask the children if they guessed what waštéwalake means {I like}. Encourage and help them with hints.

  Then ask them to say waštéwalake or waštéwalake šni in response to various fruits and vegetables you name/show. The same activity can be done in pairs and groups.

- **Ziškopela waštévalaka hwo/he?**

  Ask the children to look at the characters on the previous page and to try to guess what they are saying. Encourage them and give hints.

  Then write waštévalaka hwo/he? {Do you like?} on the board, and start asking the children questions like: Thíŋpsiŋla waštévalaka hwo/he? {Do you like turnips?}. Ask several children individually, ask them to respond with Háŋ, waštéwalake or Híyá, waštéwalake šni.

  Then they can ask you. Children love asking their teachers questions about their likes and dislikes. Take advantage of it. Moreover, if you show that you like most of the fruits and vegetables, you can motivate good eating habits in your students as fruits and vegetables are very important in a healthy diet.

- **Tell me**

  Tell me a fruit that begins with tli (tíšapáŋ);
  Tell me a vegetable beginning with th (thíŋpsiŋla).
  Tell me a vegetable beginning with k (kṳŋkúŋ) etc.

**Notes:** The illustration shows plums growing wildly in the plains area, not the commercially sold plums, which are darker purple. Two reviewers gave a variant for strawberries: waziškeča.
For Teachers and Parents (Unit 12)

Vocabulary on pg. 105. Sounds: clusters bl, gm, gn, gl, mn (instructions on pg. 99).

Teach the food and drink vocabulary with the flashcard activities (page 90–93). Divide the vocabulary into two parts. Afterwards, practice with these activities:

- Put a food item flashcard on the board and write wóyte above it. Put a card with a drink item flashcard on the board and write wóyatke above it. The students should repeat after you: wóyte, wóyatke. Call on individual students to choose a flashcard and match it with a group.

Afterwards, name individual foods and drinks. The students should respond with wóyte or wóyatke. Repeat or review this in the next class, this time without the pictures.

With more advanced students use: Kapópapi kísimo wóyatke ímapuza.

- Review of Waštélaka: The teacher names a food or drink item and calls on a child. The child responds with wástéwalake or wástéwalake šni according to his/her likes and dislikes.

- Ask individual students questions like: Asápi wástéyalaka hwo/he? {Do you like milk?}. Students respond with: Háŋ, wástéwalake, or Híyá, wástéwalake šni. The students can do the same exercise in pairs.

- Lowáchin {I am hungry}, ímapuza {I am thirsty}

Read the dialogue on the food page and ask the children to try and guess what the characters are saying. The context should help the students to guess the correct answer. If not, give them more hints.

Then write on the board lowáchin {I am hungry}. Ask the students to repeat the word after you.

Then write on the board líla {very}. Have the students repeat Líla lowáchin after you or the audio CD.

Call upon individual children to tell you that they are very hungry. Each time give them a flashcard of a food, vegetable or fruit and say something like: [Tḥaspáŋ] yúta yo/ye. {Eat an [apple]}. After all or most of the children have received cards, ask them if they remember how to say “Eat!” Explain that men say yúta yo and women say yúta ye for “Eat!” Afterwards, say Líla lowáchin addressing individual children and have them respond with: [Ağuyápi] yúta yo/ye, and give you the card.

Older students can practice in pairs, using dialogues like:

A) Loyáchin hwo/he? ➔ B) Háŋ, lowáchin.
A) Ağuyápi yúta ye! ➔ B) Philámayaye.

- Use the strategy and activities explained above for ímapuza {I am thirsty} (and Înipuza hwo/he? {Are you thirsty}).

**Thirsty or Hungry?**

Write the words Loyáchin and Înipuza on the board and practice their pronunciation. Then tell the children that you are going to name something you want to eat or drink. Have them tell you whether you are thirsty or hungry:

Teacher: Mní wáčhin. ➔ Students: Înipuza.

Ask the students if they remember how to say “I want” (wáčhin). Reverse roles. The children say what they want.

**Eating Habits**

Ask about Bob and Gary on the following page in ways like this: Bob tḥaspáŋ waštélaka hwo/he? {Does Bob like apples?} ➔ Híyá, waštélake šni.

(Use this activity to promote healthy eating habits.)

**Note:** A colloquial pronunciation of wákȟályapi is wákȟálapí.
Vocabulary on pg. 105; Sounds: glottal stop (pg. 100).

This lesson unit is devoted to common and culturally-relevant plains animals. Children enjoy learning about animals as well as animal names. This provides an opportunity to practice and review sentence structures, verbs, and modifiers that can be used with animal names. Introduce new vocabulary with the help of flashcard activities (see pages 90–93). Make children aware of and practice the pronunciation difference between hečá (turkey vulture) and héĉha (to be such, to belong to a class (of nouns)). After the children are familiar with the Lakota words for animals, do the following activities:

- Put the flashcard with a deer on the board and write wamákhaškaŋ above it. Then put the flashcard with one of the birds on another side of the board, and write ziŋktála above it. Do the same with one of the three insects and write: wablúška. Then ask the children to repeat after you: wamákhaškaŋ, ziŋktála, wablúška.

  Then show another flashcard and ask one of the children to add it to one of the three groups. Have a child come and take a flashcard from you and then add it to the appropriate group. Continue until all the flashcards are divided into groups.

  Hold on to the card with the rattlesnake and in the end put it on the board under a new category, zužeća. In this activity the generic word zužeća – {zuzé} is used as a category. (According to some native speakers snakes belong to the same group as insects.)

  - With the cards still on the board, ask the children to say the group of the animal you name, in ways like:

    **Teacher:** tȟatȟáŋka  **Student:** wamákhaškaŋ

    **Teacher:** hečá  **Student:** ziŋktála, etc.

  - Put the flashcards away and tell the children that you are going to find out if they can say ziŋktála, wamákhaškaŋ, wablúška, zužeća without seeing the pictures. Then name individual animals, birds and insects.

  With older students, have them say sentences like this:

  **T:** Wablúška kiŋ tónapi hwo/he?

  **S:** Wablúška kiŋ šákepi.

  **T:** Zužeća kiŋ tónapi hwo/he?  **S:** Zužeća kiŋ waŋžila.

**Note 1:** Some Lakota animal names are differentiated between male and female. The textbook pictures refer only to the male term. Some Lakota people use tȟatȟáŋka [buffalo bull] as a generic name for buffalo, others state it can only be used for “buffalo bull”. Another term for buffalo bull is pteblóka, while buffalo cow is ptewíŋyela. Pte and pteblóka are other generic terms for buffalo (also used for a buffalo herd). **Note 2:** A more recent pronunciation of šungmániitu is šungmáyetu. Another less common term is mayášleča or yašlé.

**Note 3:** Iktȟaŋyala [pronghorn] is also known as nižesłáŋla.

**Note 4:** Čhaŋšká [red-tailed hawk], the most common hawk on the northern plains, is also referred to as čhaŋšká upiŋi [red-tailed čhaŋšká]. Other kinds of hawks are called čhetáŋ. This term is widely used and tends to be the preferred word for hawks in general. **Note 5:** Some speakers use Waŋblí as a generic term for both types of eagles (golden eagle and bald eagle). Specific terms for eagles in Lakota are: waŋblí [adult golden eagle], waŋblí glešká [young golden eagle], anaŋklikšaŋ [bald eagle].

The picture shows a young golden eagle. **Note 6:** Make the students aware of the pronunciation difference between makfíía {ground, earth, dirt} and máká {skunk}. **Note 7:** Kimímila is a variation of kimímela. **Note 8:** Both mašíŋška and mašíŋčala are used for jackrabbit.
**For Teachers and Parents (Unit 15)**

**Vocabulary** on pg. 106.
**Sounds:** consonant clusters, on pg. 100.

### Animate plural

The main object of this unit is to understand how the animate plural ending –pi is used (with people and animals). There is less vocabulary in this unit in order to give more time to demonstrate and practice this concept. At the K-1 level, students only need a passive vocabulary: e.g. “it is there because there are many animals.” They should be able to formulate an answer. If not, help them (e.g. “It is there because there are many animals”).

- Introduce new vocabulary through flashcard games (cf. pages 90–93).
- Ask the children to count the animals in the picture.
- Then reverse roles. You ask them and they answer (with numbers). They should be able to formulate an answer. If not, help them (e.g. “It is there because there are many animals”).
- Do this at the end of class or follow it by a new activity.
- Note 1: There are many synonyms and local variants for “chicken (hen)”: These include: kļokhóyaļ’aļa, kļokhéléjaļ’oļa, kļokhéléjaļ’oļa, but there may be others. Use whatever variant is common in your area.
- Note 2: The word kļukhúsē {pig} sometimes appears as kļukhúsē. Note 3: Šúŋkawakliŋ’ {horse} is colloquially pronounced “šúŋkakliŋ’”. Children should begin with the careful or “yat’iŋsa” or slow pronunciation. The word tłašuŋ’ka is only used to express “his/her horse” and will be introduced later.
- Note 4: Pteglēška {cow} is often pronounced pteglēška. Note 5: Some speakers reduplicate the animate plural of colors, others do not, as in: Zšúŋkál’a kiŋ šašápi. versus Zšúŋkál’á kiŋ šápi.

---

**Lesson Page like this:**

---

**Note:** With the exception of compounded colors terms (e.g. tšózi), colors are both reduplicated and pluralized when referring to animals. Some speakers don’t reduplicate colors in animate plural, but many do. The reduplication may be referring to the numerous hairs or feathers of animals.

**Practice sentences like this:** Maŋa kiŋ (lená) skaskápi.

**Colors in Animate Plural**

Ask the children to point to the group of animals who have the color you name as in:

- **Teacher:** Pteglēška kij tónapi hwo/he? **Student:** Pteglēška kij yámni.
- **Teacher:** Pteglēška kij tónapi hwo/he? **Student:** Tónapi hwo/he?
- **Teacher:** Šúŋkawakliŋ’

---

**Review of Sizes**

Ask the children to point to the group of animals who have the color you name as in:

- **Teacher:** Pteglēška kij tónapi hwo/he? **Student:** Pteglēška kij tónapi hwo/he? **Student:** Tónapi hwo/he?
- **Teacher:** Tónapi hwo/he?
- **Teacher:** Šúŋkawakliŋ’

---

Then tell them that you will say the number of animals in a group and they will point at and name the animal group. Try it like this:

**Teacher:** Šúŋpapi → **Student:** waglékšuŋ
**Teacher:** Šúŋkawakliŋ’
**Teacher:** wagžila → **Student:** ikōmi / šúŋk / igmú

Ask them: “Children, did you notice what I added to the numbers?” They should respond with something like: “You added –pi, because there are several animals”
Vocabulary on pg. 106. Sounds on pg. 100.

In this unit the vocabulary is introduced and practiced through activities involving children’s own faces. If teachers want extra materials, they can make their own handout activities, such as having the children match words with a picture of a face.

There are 14 facial or head parts in this unit. Introduce them to the children in two groups:

1) í, núŋgé, pḥasú, ištá, pḥeŋíŋ, hí, pȟaŋité
2) ihá, ikhú, tḥahú,  ámbipŋúŋ, nawáte, ištáŋíŋ, osúŋ, ité

Teachers should have the students be very familiar with the first group of terms, before they teach the second group.

• Touch your nose with your index finger and say pḥasú. Ask the children to do the same and repeat the word after you. Repeat with other words from the first group. Alternatively, use the audio CD. Demonstrate by touching when you hear the word.

After you feel that the children are quite familiar with the words, reinforce them through the following activities:

• Ask the children to touch the facial part you name. Then say: Pḥasú églutíŋ po/pe! {Touch your nose!}. Núŋgé églutíŋ po/pe! {Touch your ears!} etc.

• Later, ask the children to name the facial part that you touch.

Do the same sequence of activities for the second group of facial parts.

Play the game Simon Heyé:

Children touch the named facial/body part only if Simon heyé {Simon says} is said first. For instance: 

Simon heyé: Natá églutíŋ po! [Children touch.] 
Simon heyé: Sí églutíŋ po! [Children touch.] 
Ikhú églutíŋ po! [Children do not touch.]

With the more advanced classes, teach these sentence structures:

Pȟeŋíŋ masápsape. {My hair is black.}
Ištá maŋíŋi. {My eyes are brown.}

And also:

Ištá núŋpa mayúŋkłe. {I have two eyes.}
Núŋgé núŋpa mayúŋkłe. {I have two ears.}
Pḥasú waŋžíla mayúŋkłe. {I have one nose.}

With advanced classes, add the word čeŋí {tongue}.

How many?

Ask the children to give the number of the facial parts you name, as in:

í => wanží, pḥasú => waŋží, núŋgé => núŋpa,
tḥahú => waŋží, nawáte => núŋpa, ištá => núŋpa,
pȟeŋíŋ = őta, hí => őta, etc. Introduce óta beforehand.

Older or more advanced students can create sentences of this type: I waŋžíla mayúŋkłe. {I have only one mouth.} Ištá núŋpa mayúŋkłe. {I have two eyes.} Iktómi sí šaglóŋaŋ yuŋkłe. {The spider has eight legs.} etc.

Play with Rhymes

Children love rhymes and songs. They are enjoyable and help with word memorization and sentence structures.

Most of the facial parts have at least one rhyming companion. Try playing a game with the children like this:

Tell them that you will say a facial part. They must respond with one that rhymes and at the same time touch the facial part they name, such as: hí – í.

Here are the pairs: ikhú ↔ pḥasú ↔ tḥahú; í ↔ hí; osúŋ ↔ ámbipŋúŋ; pȟeŋíŋ ↔ ištáŋíŋ; ihá ↔ ištá; pȟaŋité ↔ nawáte ↔ ité ↔ núŋgé

Play “Who is it?”

Tell the children that you are going to think of someone in the class and they must guess who it is. They should ask questions such as: Pȟeŋíŋ hąŋška yuŋkłe hwo/he? {Does he/she have long hair?}, Unzóŋe sápa ŭŋ hwo/he? {Is he/she wearing black pants?} etc.

With advanced students, demonstrate and explain possessive pronouns. For the 1st person singular, the prefix ma- or mi- is used {miíte {my face}, mapȟeŋíŋ {my hair}. For the 2nd person singular, the prefix ni- is used, e.g. nipȟeŋíŋ {your hair}.

With older students, make sure to explain that mitȟáwa/mitȟáwa/mitȟáwa are not used with body parts.

Independent personal pronouns (like mitȟáwa) are not used with body parts (and kinship terms). This is one of the most common errors students make when translating from English to Lakota.

Note 1: Pȟóŋge is given by some speakers as the term for “nose”, though most suggest this refers to “nostrils”. Another, more specific, term for “nostrils” is phóŋgeiŋhóloka.

Note 2: Natá is only used for human heads. The heads of animals and things are called pȟáža.

Note 3: Núŋgé is only used for human ears. Nakpá is used for animal ears.
Vocabulary on pg. 107. Sounds on pg. 100.

This unit introduces 10 terms, which describe people or occupations. Students will already be familiar with hokšíla {boy} and wičhíŋčala {girl}.

Some of the activities for this unit are complex and the teacher should adjust them according to the students’ age.

- **Review of the following dialogue**

  Nitúwe hwo/he? {Who are you?}
  Robert Jumping Eagle hé miyé. {I am Robert Jumping Eagle.}
  Dana Running Elk miyé. {I am Dana Running Elk.}

- **Demonstrate and practice the following dialogue**

  Nitákú hwo/he? {What are you?}
  Homákläši. or Hokšíla hemáčha. {I am a boy.}
  Wimáčhiŋčala. or Wičhíŋčala hemáčha. {I am a girl.}

  You can extend the sentence like this:

  Lakȟóta homákläši. / Lakȟóta hokšíla hemáčha. {I am a Lakota boy.}
  Lakȟóta wimáčhiŋčala. / Lakȟóta wičhíŋčala hemáčha. {I am a Lakota girl.}

  With older students, you can ask them to find out and define the difference between Nitúwe hwo/he? {Who are you?} (referring to your name) and Nitákú hwo/he? {What are you?} (referring to your other types of identity, like tribe, occupation etc.)

  Teacher: Igmú wa lé táku (I.)
  S: Wóyaglake. / Lakȟóta wóglaka hwo/he?
  T: Wóyaglake. / Lakȟóta wóglaka hwo/he?

  You may explain how the words portray the stages in life:

  *hokšíla* {boy}, *wičhíŋčala* {old man}
  *wičhíŋčala* {girl}, *wínyaŋ* {woman}, *winúŋčala* {old woman}.

  With older students, add *kñoškála* {young man} and *wíkñoškála* {young woman} for the third stage of life. This will complete the explanation of the four stages traditionally recognized in Lakota culture.

- **Use the flashcard activities (page 90-93) to introduce new vocabulary.**

  You may explain how the words portray the stages in life:

  *hokšíla* {boy}, *wičhíŋčala* {old man}
  *wičhíŋčala* {girl}, *wínyaŋ* {woman}, *winúŋčala* {old woman}.

  With older students, add *kñoškála* {young man} and *wíkñoškála* {young woman} for the third stage of life. This will complete the explanation of the four stages traditionally recognized in Lakota culture.

- **Work with the Lesson Page**

  - **Review of Yuhá (I):**

    Wičhíŋča kiŋ lé táku (čha) yuhá hwo/he? {What does the man have?}  ➔ Tȟáspáŋ (waŋ yuhá). {He has an apple.}
    *Wašiču kiŋ lé táku (čha) yuhá hwo/he?* {What does the white man have?} ➔ Wiyatke (waŋ yuhá). {He has a cup/glass.}
    *Wínyaŋ kiŋ lé táku (čha) yuhá hwo/he?* {What does the woman have?} ➔ Igmú sápa (waŋ yuhá). {She has a cat.}
    *Waŋšpekhiya kiŋ lé táku (čha) yuhá hwo/he?* {What does the teacher have?} ➔ Wówapi (waŋ yuhá). {She has a book.}

  - **Review of Yuhá (II) (Who Questions)**

    Tuwá tȟáspáŋ waŋ yuhá? {Who has an apple?} ➔ Wičhíŋča kiŋ. {The man.} etc.

  - **Review of Yuhá (III) (“Yes” and “No” Questions)**

    Waŋšpekhiya kiŋ lé igmú waŋ yuhá hwo/he? {Does the teacher have a cat?} ➔ Háŋ / Híya.

  - **Review the Verb Úŋ (to Wear)**

    Tuwá ógle sápa waŋ úŋ hwo/he? {Who is wearing a black shirt?} ➔ Chaŋksáyuha kiŋ. {The policeman.}

  - **Other Verbs**

    With older students, you can review some other verbs, such as, **Tuwá náži hwo/he?** {Who is standing?}; **Tuwá máni hwo/he?** {Who is walking?}; **Tuwá wayátkaŋ hwo/he?** {Who is drinking?} and **Tuwá wóglaka hwo/he?** {Who is talking?} etc.

  - **“I” – forms**

    Introduce “I”-forms with hemáčha (e.g.: Wičhíŋča hemáčha {I am a man.}). Practice them like this. Explain to the students that you will say a verb, and they should react with the appropriate person and “I”-form, as in:

    Teacher: Igmú wa lé táku (I.)
    S: Wóyaglake. / Lakȟóta wóglaka hwo/he?
    T: Wóyaglake. / Lakȟóta wóglaka hwo/he?

    You may explain and demonstrate the alternate “I”-form of nouns that refer to life stages:

    *homákläši* {I am a boy}
    *wíndáčhaši* {I am a man}
    *kñoškála* {I am a young man}
    *wíndáčhiŋčala* {I am an old man}
    *wínyaŋ* {woman}, *winúŋčala* {old woman}.

    With older students, add *kñoškála* {young man} and *wíkñoškála* {young woman} for the third stage of life. This will complete the explanation of the four stages traditionally recognized in Lakota culture.

- **Who has what?**

  Provide the children with various flashcards of people, animals and things. The students should choose one card with a person and another with a thing or animal. When called on, they should hold them up and say sentences like:

  Wičhíŋča kiŋ lé šúŋka (sápa) waŋ yuhá. {This man has a (black) dog.}

  Hoksíla kiŋ lé tȟápa waŋ yuhá. {This boy has a ball.}

  Later, they can identify themselves with the character on their flashcard and say similar sentences in the first person singular: Hoksíla hemáčha. Tȟápa waŋ bluhá. {I am a boy. I have a ball.}

  **Note:** Variations for policeman are: *chaŋksáyuha* in Pine Ridge, *wawóyuspa* in Cheyenne River and *akíčhita* in Rosebud.
For Teachers and Parents (Unit 19)

Vocabulary on pg. 107. Sounds on pg. 100.
Use flashcard activities to teach the vocabulary of the living room items (page 90–93).
Review the verbal form wąñbláke {I see}.

- **Reviewing Colors (I.)**
Using the new vocabulary terms, you can review colors, in ways like:
Čhowiŋža kiŋ ǧí. {The floor is brown.}
Oákaŋke kiŋ tľóži na šá. {The chair is green and red.}
Ikľáŋchola kiŋ tľó. {The radio is blue.}
Čhowiŋžakaŋke kiŋ sáŋ na zí na tľóta na šá. {The carpet is whitish, yellow, gray, and red.}
Wičhítenaškaŋškaŋ kíŋ sápe. {The television is black.}
Thiyópa kiŋ tľóži. {The door is green.}
Mazóčheti kiŋ šá. {The stove is red.}
Omás’apśe kíŋ tľóta/sápe. {The telephone is gray/black.}
Pšítlokiŋ šašá na tľóthló na zíi na skaská na sapsápe. {The beads are red, blue, yellow, white, and black.} etc.

- **Reviewing Colors (II.) and Mitňáwa**
Have the children color the images on the following page. After they are done, they can describe their items using sentences like:
Thiyópa mitňáwa kíŋ zí. {My door is yellow.}
Pšetížaŋžan mitňáwa kíŋ tľó. {My lamp is blue.}

- **Work in Pairs**
Working in pairs, the students can ask each other about their pictures in ways like: Omás’apśe mitňáwa kíŋ oówa tókča he? {What color is your telephone?} ➔ Hé šá. {It is red.} Older students can talk about the things they have at their homes.

- **Review of Bluhá/Luhá**
Working in pairs, the students can ask each other about their pictures (or things at home) in ways like:
Omás’apśe waŋži luhá he? {Do you have a telephone?}
Háŋ, omás’apśe tľó waŋ bluhá. {Yes, I have a blue telephone.}

- **Review of Kinship Terms:**
Tell the students something like this: “Imagine you are the girl in the picture. How would you address the people in the living room?”

Iná, até, thibló, misúŋ, kaká/tľúŋkášila, ŋič. Afterwards, say: “Imagine you are the boy in the picture. How would you address the people in the living room?”
Iná, até, tľéŋké, misúŋ, kaká/tľúŋkášila, ŋič. etc.

- **Review Clothing and Colors**
Tell the students something like this: “Imagine you are either the girl or the boy. Tell us what everybody else in the living room is wearing.”
Miýé ógle zí můń. etc.
The teacher can stimulate answers by asking questions like:
Tľúŋkášila-waye kiŋ táku (čha) úŋ hwo/he?
{What is your grandfather wearing?}
Ôgle šá úŋ. {He is wearing a red shirt.}
or:
Tuvá ógle ská úŋ? {Who is wearing a white shirt?}
Até-waye kiŋ. {My father.}

- **Táku Tôkñunípí (Review of Verbs)**
Ask the students what the individual people in the picture are doing, using constructions like:
Wičháčala kiŋ le táku tôkñuní? {What is the old man doing?} ➔ (Hé) wóglake. {He is talking.}
(In this case, a verb is used that the students are familiar with. Other verbs, such as ohúŋkakaná {he is storytelling} might be more appropriate. You may introduce this afterwards.)
Wičháša kiŋ le táku tôkñuní? {What is the man doing?} ➔ (Hé) anágọptaní. {He is listening.}
Hokšíla na wičháčala kiŋ lená táku tôkñunípí he? {What are the boy and the girl doing?} ➔ (Lená/Hená) anágọptaní. {They are listening.}
You can also introduce wakšú {to do beadwork} as in: Wiŋyâŋ kiŋ le wakšú. {The woman is doing beadwork.}

- **Homework**
Ask the children to name things at home and then to ask their parents/grandparents about their colors in Lakota.

Note: A variant for “radio” is ikľáŋchola kalwógyapi.
For Teachers and Parents (Unit 20)

**Vocabulary** on pg. 107; **Sounds**: more clusters, pg. 100.

This unit is designed as a review lesson and will enable you to review and reinforce much of the previously introduced vocabulary, such as verb forms and sentence structures.

To begin, stimulate the children with questions about their interests in pow-wows. Ask them whether they or their family members dance or sing. What are their favorite dances or songs?

**Working with the Lesson Page**

- **Review and Reinforce Verbs and Sentences**

  T: Táku (čha) waŋláká hwo/he? {What do you see?}
  S: Přěša waŋ waŋbláke. {I see a head roach.}
  T: Snasná wačhi waštéyalaka hwo/he? {Do you like the jingle dress dance?}
  S: Háŋ, waštéwalake. {Yes, I like it.}

- **Review the Traditional Clothing Items**

  These are: šíná {blanket}; ḥannéekčena {moccasins}; ḥuŋská {leggings}; wanápíŋ {necklace}; ógle {shirt}; tlihá ógle {leather shirt}; čhuwignaka {dress}; tlihá čhuwignaka {leather dress}; and čhénkáke {breech cloth}. (You can add more specific vocabulary, such as háŋpakšuŋi {beaded moccasins} if you feel the need.)

  You may want to review the traditional clothing presented in the Unit 7 Lesson Page.

- **Pow-wow Items**

  These are: pľěša {head roach}; íčalu {feather fan}; waŋháŋčaŋka {shield}; and uŋkέčela kágapi {bustle}.

  The children should already know the word uŋkέčela {cactus} introduced in Unit 11. You may want to explain that uŋkέčela kágapi means something like, “made in the shape of a cactus (with feathers pointing out like cactus spines).”

- **Review the Verb Yuhá**

  Ask the children something like: “Can you tell me in Lakota what traditional clothes you have.” You may give them an example by saying what you have, as in:

  ḥannéekčena bluhá.
  íčalu waŋ bluhá. *
  ḥuŋská bluhá. etc.

  * Please, note that waŋ is used only with non-pair items.

- **Review colors, sizes, possessives**

  Use the traditional clothing items to review modifiers (colors, sizes, possessives), in ways like this:

**Colors (and Possessives)**

Hȟápȟičeke mítȟáwa kiŋ tȟá na šá. {My moccasins are blue and red.}
Čhuwignaka mítȟáwa kiŋ zí. {My dress is yellow.} etc.

**Sizes (and Possessives)**

Waháŋčaŋka mítȟáwa kiŋ ċık’ala. {My shield is small.}
İčalu mítȟáwa kiŋ tȟáŋka. {My fan is big.}
Uŋkčéla kágapi mítȟáwa kiŋ ċık’ala. {My bustle is small.} etc.

- **Review the Kinship Terms**

  Ask the children something like: “What do your relatives do at a pow-wow? Do they dance? Do they sing? Do they like to watch the dancers?” (The term for “spectators” is wawáŋyŋke.) Have the children respond using sentences like:

  Iná-waye kiŋ šíná űŋ wačhi. {My mother is a shawl dancer.}
  Até-waye kiŋ ụŋkíkí wičháša héčha. {My father is a singer.}
  Thíbló-waye kiŋ ošéšteya wačhi. {My older brother is a fancy dancer. (a girl speaking)}
  Čhiyé-waye kiŋ jìčé wačhi wičháša. {My older brother is a traditional dancer. (a boy speaking)} etc.

- **Review Vocabulary for People and Verbs**

  While pointing at images on the Lesson Page, demonstrate sentences that describe what people are doing. Afterwards, have the children say similar sentences.

  Hoksíla kiŋ lé wačhi. {This boy is dancing.}
  Wičhíŋčála kiŋ lé wačhi. {This girl is dancing.}
  Wičháša kiŋ lé wawáŋyŋke. {This man is watching.}
  Wìnyáŋ kiŋ lé lowáŋ. {This woman is singing.}

- **ǚŋpè (To Know How)**

  With older or more advanced students, introduce the following constructions:

  Wačhi ʊŋmášpe. {I know how to dance. (I can dance).}
  Lowáŋ ʊŋmášpe. {I know how to sing. (I can sing).}

**Notes:**

There are many variants for the pow-wow terms, particularly among the dance categories. Variants to those on the Lesson Page include: “Traditional Dance” – Eháŋk’chaŋ Wačhi; “Women’s Traditional Dance” – Tlihá čhuwignaka ūŋ; “Shawl Dance” – Sítȟ demolished Wačhi; “Men’s Fancy Dance” – Sítȟ demolished Wačhi; “Grass Dance” – Kalála Wačhi / Níčegílegé Wačhi / Ūŋčélegé Wačhi / Přěšímégnaka / Přěši Wačhi. Reviewers also suggested the term Omaha Wačhi, but disagreed on which dance it referred to. A variant of Snasná Wačhi is Kasná Wačhi. Wapíšiša is a variant of pľěša. Most of the reviewers gave okáȟa as the contemporary form for ụŋkíkí (or ụŋkíkí wičháša {singers}). An additional variant of “singer” is lowáŋ wičháša.
Ask the students: “Do any of these names have anything in common?” (Answer: “They all begin with čháŋ.”) Ask:

- “What do you think čháŋ means?” (Answer: “tree/wood.”);
- “What does čhaŋwápe mean?” (Answer: “tree leaf/leaves.”);
- “What do you think kasná means?” (Answer: “The sound the wind makes (in the trees/leaves).”);
- “What do you think napópa means?” (Answer: “The popping sound that trees make when it is very cold.”);
- “Why do you think these months are named in this way?”

Continue with the other months using a similar strategy of questions and hints, such as:

Ištáwi čhayazaŋ Wi {March} = “The moon of sore eyes.”
(Answer: “The sun’s reflection on the snow causes snow blindness.”)
The students should already know ištá {eyes}.
Wičháyaŋ means “they hurt.”
Thíŋpsíŋla Itkáliča Wi {June} = “The moon when turnips are in blossom.”
(Ask “What happens to turnip plants in June… look at the picture”…: “What does Itkáliča mean?”)
Wasútȟúŋwu {August} = “The moon of ripeness.”
Waniyetu Wi {November} = “The winter moon (winter begins).”
Thítȟé Kapšúŋ Wi {December} = “The moon when deer shed their antlers.”
(also pronounced Thítȟékapšúŋ Wi; thítȟé {horns, antlers}, kapšúŋ {to throw down}).
Wičhélíka Wi {January} = “The moon when the sun is scarce”; wi {sun}, thélíka {scarce} wi {moon}.

- **Weather**

  Have the children look at the weather images along the edge of the Lesson Page. Have them figure out what the individual words mean. Practice pronunciation.

  - **Owáštečake nainš Ošíččake**

You may divide the weather terms into two groups, owáštečake {good/pleasant weather} and ošíččake {bad/unpleasant weather}. Have the children help you place the weather terms in two groups.

- **Seasons**

  Ask the children to look at the four large pictures and figure out which seasons they illustrate. Ask them to read the Lakota names for the seasons. Teach them the proper pronunciation and help them memorize the words with additional activities.

Tell the students that you will say names of months and they should respond with the appropriate season, as in T: Wasútȟúŋwu wi. S: blokétu. etc. (Use the picture during this activity.) Then try matching weather terms with seasons.

- **Thítȟúŋwé Tópa**

Using questions and hints, help the students find out what the four words in the inner circle mean (four directions). Ask questions like: “Which direction does winter come from?” (Answer: “North.”) etc. In this way, connect the directions with the seasons. At the end, explain that each season and direction has its own color. If your community uses different colors, you may ask the children to draw, color and glue four circular sectors over the image.

- **Seasons and Directions**

  Name a season or direction (or even a month) and have the students say the appropriate color.
Flashcard methods are an essential component of this textbook. The textbook itself should be used to reinforce the knowledge gained by flashcards activities and especially to provide opportunities for recognizing or reading Lakota words. Flashcard activities are lively and retain children’s attention for a much longer time than working with a textbook alone.

**Flashcard Activities to Introduce New Vocabulary**

The number of flashcards used for introducing new vocabulary items will depend upon two factors, the age of the children and their knowledge of the language. With young beginners, sets of 6 to 8 flashcards are recommended (up to 12 can be used for review activities). For older or more advanced students you can use up to 14 cards.

Flashcard activities are either passive or active. The passive are focused on children’s ability to recognize words (aurally or visually). The active expect the students to use the words or sentences themselves. The teaching and learning process should go from passive to active.

1. **See and Pronounce**
   - Take out a set of new vocabulary flashcards (6–8).
   - Show the flashcards one by one to the children and say the Lakota words.
   - Children as a group repeat after you.

2. **Point at a Card (Passive Knowledge of Vocabulary)**
   - Place 6 to 12 previously introduced flashcards around the classroom.
   - Say Lakota words and have the children point at the proper flashcards.
   - (Optionally, allow the children to go to the card and bring it to you or to their desk depending on the needs of your next activity.)
   - With more advanced students, use sentences, such as: Šúŋka waŋ makípazo wo! {Show me a dog!} or Šúŋka kíŋ tuktéï úŋ hwo/he? {Where is the dog?}.

3. **The Disappearing Card (Active)**
   - Place up to 10 previously-introduced vocabulary flashcards on the board.
   - Say the words in the order in which the cards are on the board.
   - Take one of the cards away and let the children say all the words again, including the missing card.
   - Continue taking cards away as long as the children can say all the words in their original order.

   The same activity can be used with written words instead of flashcards. This technique is used to practice the written form of the words. However, this version is much less enjoyable, especially for young children.

4. **Missing Card**
   - Place about 6 to 8 flashcards on the board.
   - Have the children turn around. (Okáwiŋga po/pe!) Take one of the flashcards away.
   - Have the students say the word (or description) of the missing card.

5. **A New Card**
   - Place about 8 to 10 flashcards on the board.
   - Have the children turn around or close their eyes (Ištógsmuza po/pe!). Replace one of the flashcards with a different flashcard.
   - Have the students say the word (or description) of the missing card.

6. **Connecting Words to Flashcards**
   - Place up to 20 previously-introduced flashcards on the board.
   - One by one, show the children the written Lakota words for the displayed items.
   - Call on individual children to take a written word and put it above the appropriate flashcard.

7. **Number the Flashcard**
   - Place a set of flashcards on the board (up to 10) and number them.
   - Say any Lakota number from 1 to 10 and have the children say the Lakota word under that number.
   - Reverse the activity. Say the number and have the children say the Lakota word.

8. **Modifier Versus Noun (or Noun Versus Verb)**
   - Put a set of flashcards on the board. (Okáwiŋga po/pe!) Take one of the flashcards away.
   - Have the children say the word (or description) of the missing card.

   The same activity can be used with written words instead of flashcards. This technique is used to practice the written form of the words. However, this version is much less enjoyable, especially for young children.
• For verbs, say the verb and have the children say the noun.
• Say the noun and have the children say the verb.
• At the end, ask the children to say both the noun and modifier (or noun and verb).

9. **If True, Clap Your Hands!**
• Show a set of flashcards one by one to the children.
• If you say the correct word for it, the children should clap their hands, if incorrect they remain silent.
• This activity can be altered in many ways. For example, you can add a modifier like šúŋka sápa or a verb, like šúŋka kíŋ ŋįŋyuŋke. Children enjoy it thoroughly.
• **Comment:** Clapping hands is effective with young children (1st to 6th grade) because it keeps them active and employs their kinesthetic memory. With older students, you may want to replace clapping with a verbal response, such as Háŋ {Yes} vs. Hiyá {No} or Wičáŋke {True} vs. Wičáŋke šní {False}, Wiečayáŋke {You are right.} vs. Wiečayáŋke šní {You are not right.}.

10. **Odd One Out! (Active)**
• Select 4 to 6 flashcards of the same lexical class, such as animals, toys, and numbers. Include one card that is not in the same lexical set as the others.
• Hold up each card in turn and have the children say the name of the item. When you show the card that does not belong, have the children call out, “Odd one out!” (or in Lakota, e.g.: Opfia šní! {Doesn’t belong!})
• Repeat with different sets of cards.

11. **What is the Opposite?**
• Have the children say the word expressing the opposite of the item on the flashcard you show them. (Examples: man-woman, dog-cat, large-small, black-white etc.)

12. **Lip Reading**
• Place 6 to 10 flashcards on the board.
• Point at one and mouth the word without making any sound.
• Have the children look at your lips as you mouth the word and guess what you are saying.
• Try repeating the same activity without pointing at the flashcards.

13. **Copy Me!**
• Hold up a flashcard and say the word. Ask children to copy you.
• Say the word again, this time very softly. Have the children repeat the word softly.
• Say the word in varying ways, such as loudly, slowly, quickly, sadly, angrily. Each time, have the children copy the way you say it.

(This activity feels like a game for children. It is very useful for memorizing the proper pronunciation of words. Do the activity for max. 5 minutes.)

14. **Guess the Card, Children!**
• Show any 6 previously-learned flashcards to the children.
• Remove one of the flashcards without letting the children see which one you have.
• Have them guess the card by saying a sentence like:
  - Hé wówapi héčha hwo/he? (make sure you only call on one child at a time).
  - If the guess is not correct, say: Hiyá, hé wówapi héčha šní.
  - If a child guesses the word correctly, nod your head yes and say: Háŋ, hé wówapi héčha šní.
• Play this game 3 or 4 times, with different sets of flashcards.
• Optionally, allow the child who guessed correctly to pick a card and answer the questions.

15. **Guess the Card, Teacher!**
• Show a set of 6 to 8 flashcards to the class.
• Place them in a pile face down in front of you. Take one card from the middle of the pile and place it on the bottom without looking at it.
• Flip the pile over with the bottom card facing the children so that they can see the picture, but you can’t.
• Ask them Lé [šúŋka] héčha hwo/he?
• The children answer like this: Hiyá, hé [šúŋka] héčha šní. You should keep guessing until you are correct and then say Háŋ, hé [šúŋka] héčha. (With some classes you may only be able to use háŋ and híyá.)

Note: Avoid using a single word (e.g. šúŋka) to guess the card. These activities allow a wide variety of questions, such as, Hé [wówapi] héčha hwo/he? or Wówapi waží bluhá hwo/he? etc.
16. What’s Next?
- Show a set of 6 to 8 flashcards and show them to the class.
- Shuffle the flashcards and place them in a pile face down in front of you.
- Call on a child and ask, Táku ihákab yá hwo/he? or Táku ókihaŋ hwo/he? {What's next?}. The child has to guess the card before you turn it over. You can make a guess too.
- Then turn over the card to see who was right.
- If you guess correctly, you score a point, and if the child guesses correctly the class scores a point.

17. Little by Little
- Choose a flashcard, cover it with a piece of another card and hold it up for the class to see.
- Move the covering card a few inches down, revealing the card below. Ask: Lé táku hwo/he?
- Children answer with a guess, e.g.: Hé gnašká héčha.
- Allow a few more inches of the card to be moved and ask again: Lé táku hwo/he?
- Children guess again, e.g.: Hé ókaŋke héčha.
- Keep revealing a bit more of the flashcard until children guess the picture.

18. Bring a Card, a Team Game
- Divide the class into two teams.
- Have each team stand in a line behind a desk covered with the 10 upturned flashcards. Both teams have the same cards.
- At the start of each round have one member of each team approach the desk.
- As the teacher says a word or phrase, such as Šúŋka sápe, the students must choose which card matches the phrase.
- The first student who brings the correct flashcard to the board wins a point for his/her team. If you want to avoid running, allow the children to simply show the flashcard.

19. Alphabetical Order
- Distribute 6 to 8 flashcards to the children (or to two groups of them) and have them line up alphabetically according to what card each individual child has.
- (Choose the items carefully. First have the children become familiar with the order of the Lakota alphabet, which includes the special characters with diacritics.)

20. Guess the Color
- Choose an animal or an object and tell the children the Lakota word for it, like: kimímela, wiyatke etc.
- Then tell them that you have its color in your mind and that they must guess the color by asking like this: Kimímela zí.
- Teacher answers: Hiyá, zí šni. or Háŋ, zí.
- Alternatively, have the child who guessed correctly do your job.

21. Guess the Color, Children!
- Show 6 to 8 flashcards of things, clothing, animals to the children and have them memorize the words using: Lená kiksúya po/pe! {Memorize them}.
- Put the flashcards in a pile. Look at one of them (without showing it to the children) and ask them: Wówapi kiŋ oówá tókča hwo/he? {What color is the book?}
- The children answer: Wówapi kiŋ tliwoé.
- Continue with the other flashcards.

22. Guess the Color, Teacher!
- Choose 6 different flashcards and repeat the previous activity. This time, you need to try to remember the color of the items and have the children ask you about them.
- The children ask: Wówapi kiŋ oówá tókča hwo/he?

23. Who has what?
- Have the children, each with a flashcard, form a circle (You may gesture and say Yumímeya inážiŋ po/pe!).
- Be part of the circle. Put your flashcard on the floor in front of you and signal the children to do the same (at the same time you can say: Khúta égnaka po/pe!).
- Have the children clap their hands, if you say a correct sentence. Say sentences like: David zuzeča waŋ yuhá. / Tina třatňanka waŋ yuhá. etc.
- Later you can make it more difficult by mentioning the colors as well, e.g.: Peter kimímela ská waŋ yuhá. {Peter has a white butterfly.}

24. Kiŋ + Oówá tókča; Guess the Color, Teacher!
- Have the children turn their flashcards over so that the blank side up.
- Teacher says: Ōgle.
- The student who has the flashcard of a shirt raises his/her hand and asks you this way:
• Ógle kiŋ oóna tókča hwo/he?
• Teacher answers: Ógle kiŋ fióta.
• The child shows the flashcard. If the teacher’s guess is correct, all the children clap their hands.
• Note that when asking about animals hiŋtokča is used instead: Šúŋka kiŋ lé hiŋtokča hwo/he? {What color is the dog? / What hair color does the dog have?}.

25. Plurals
• Use flashcards illustrating items in both singular and plural. The children find both cards and say:
  • Lé gnašká héčha. Lená gnašká héčpi. (animate objects)
  • Lé wóžuha héčha. Lená wóžuha héčha. (inanimate objects)
• This activity is good for practicing hélé versus hená/lená as well as for practicing héčpi (for animate objects) and héčha (for plural of inanimate objects).

26. Matching Games
• You can match different sorts of flashcards, such as animals and what they eat (šúŋkawakŋáŋ – pʰeʃeʃi), animals and where they live (hoŋaŋ – mní).
• This can produce short sentences like “The frog is in the pond.” “The fish is in the river.” and so on.

27. Collecting and Grouping Cards
• Have the children group the flashcards into sets like people, animals, clothes, food, etc.
• Alternatively, give each child a card and have him/her find a classmate who has a card belonging to the same set (animals, clothes etc).

28. Spelling Game
(Only for older students where Lakota writing has begun.)
Divide the class into two teams, A and B. Put a flashcard on the board. Choose a child from Team A to come and write the word on the board next to the card. Award one point if the child identifies the object correctly, and one point for the correct spelling. Then choose another flashcard and ask a child from Team B to come and write the word. The team with the most points at the end is the winner.

29. Stop
Take six flashcards. Say a word and then show the children the flashcards one by one. As soon as they see the card which matches the word you said, they call out Inážíŋ! (Stop!)

30. What's Your Card?
• Take five or six lexical sets of flashcards, such as food, clothes, and animals.
• Call on an individual child to come to your desk and give him or her a flashcard. Explain that they must not show it to anyone.
• After each child has a flashcard explain that they must find children with cards in the same lexical set as their own.
• Children walk around the class asking each other Táku (čha) luḥá hwo/he? When they have found all the members of their set they sit down.

31. How many cards can you remember?
• Put ten to sixteen flashcards on the board.
• Have the children look at the cards for two minutes. Remove them and ask the children to write down as many words as they can remember.

32. Memory (Find the Pair)
Lay a set of picture and word cards face down on a table. The players turn over two cards in each turn. If they find a pair, they can take the cards. If they do not find a pair, they must turn the cards over again and leave them there. This game increases language skills and improves awareness of spatial relationships. It should be played with smaller cards (not with the large flashcards). There are three main variants of the game:

1) Each item is represented by two identical cards with pictures. The players play the game in groups of four and have them turn over two cards in each turn. If they find a pair, they take the cards and score a point, but they have to say the Lakota word for the pair. Otherwise, they must turn the cards over again in their original place.

2) Each item is represented by two cards. One has a picture, the other a word in Lakota. Players play the game in groups of four and have them turn over two cards in each turn. If they find a pair, they take the cards and score a point. Otherwise they turn the cards over again in their original position.

3) Each item is represented by two identical cards with pictures and a word. One of the cards has the word in English, the other in Lakota. The players play the game in groups of four and they turn over two cards at each turn. If they turn over a card with the English word, they have to say the Lakota word and vice versa. If they find a pair, they take the cards and score a point, but they have to say the proper words. Otherwise, they turn the cards over again in their original position.
# Orthography and Pronunciation Guide

## Oral Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>like ‘a’ in <em>father</em></td>
<td>sápa, na, šá, ská, kál, sutá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>like ‘e’ in <em>bed</em></td>
<td>hél, lél, hená, éna, ehé, wewé, heyé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>like ‘i’ in <em>machine</em></td>
<td>íná, lǐla, zí, nípi, thí, thípi, níča</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>like ‘o’ in <em>soft</em></td>
<td>oná, oní, wóze, olé, žožó, okó, yeló</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>like ‘u’ in <em>tune</em></td>
<td>úpi, aú, húta, huhů, sú, yuhá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Nasal Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ã</td>
<td>like ‘o’ in <em>money</em>, nasalized</td>
<td>anpétu, toháŋ, čháŋkú, wanži</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ín</td>
<td>like ‘i’ in <em>mínk</em>, nasalized</td>
<td>íŋkpa, ínyaŋ, khíŋín, wínyaŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ũn</td>
<td>like ‘oo’ in <em>mōn</em>, nasalized</td>
<td>únyaŋ, unšpé, kaŋka, nakůŋ, műn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Fricatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>like ‘s’ in <em>so</em></td>
<td>gi, sápa, misúnkała</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š</td>
<td>like ‘sh’ in <em>shop</em></td>
<td>šúŋka, hokšila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s’</td>
<td>like <em>s</em> followed by the glottal stop</td>
<td>miyoglas’ínj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š’</td>
<td>like <em>s</em> followed by the glottal stop</td>
<td>š’ěš’e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>like ‘z’ in <em>zero</em></td>
<td>zí, zíčá, záptaŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ž</td>
<td>like ‘z’ in <em>azure</em></td>
<td>wanži, wóžuha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ġ</td>
<td>like the French or German ‘r’</td>
<td>gi, šaglógaŋ, ġú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ř</td>
<td>close to Spanish <em>x</em> in Mexico</td>
<td>hóta, hě, wičháŋpi, heňáka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ř’</td>
<td>like ř followed by the glottal stop</td>
<td>wičhóŋ’aŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Continuants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>like ‘h’ in <em>hat</em></td>
<td>hí, hů, siňá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>like ‘w’ in <em>was</em></td>
<td>wi, wówapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>like ‘y’ in <em>yoke</em></td>
<td>yuhá, yáňni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>like ‘l’ in <em>lap</em></td>
<td>lůňá, lí, misúnkaļa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>like ‘m’ in <em>map</em></td>
<td>máza, yáňni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>like ‘n’ in <em>nap</em></td>
<td>núŋpa, natá, šni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stops

The proper pronunciation and writing of the three different types of stops is essential for determining the meaning of Lakota words (cf. How to teach stops on page 96.).

1) Plain Stops (This is the most frequent type of stop in Lakota, up to 75% of all stops.)

- č no equivalent in English, wičazo, ptéčela, ečiyapi, čónala, ičú (but close to ‘ch’ in rich)
- k like ‘k’ in skin šúŋka, wiyatke, kimímela, kiŋ, šakówiŋ, táku
- p like ‘p’ in spin or in happy tópa, šákpe, písipiza, napíŋkpa, po, ipúza
- t like ‘t’ in still táku, até, maštĩŋčala, pópa, tůwe

2) Aspirated Stops (These represent about 23% of all stops in Lakota.)

A) Aspirated stops with strong (or guttural) aspiration (about 15% of all stops)

The strong (or guttural) aspiration is not marked in most printed documents, because there are local and individual variations. However, teachers are encouraged to mark strong aspiration in writing whenever they feel it appropriate. This is particularly helpful for beginning students. In most communities the strong aspiration generally occurs before a, aŋ, o, uŋ.

- kff no equivalent in English kȟáta, kȟáŋta, kȟó, kȟuŋšitku
- pff no equivalent in English pȟáta, sčępȟaŋ, naphópa, čhapňŋka
- tff no equivalent in English mitȟáwa, tháŋka, thó, thuŋkášila

B) Aspirated stops with soft aspiration (about 8% of all stops)

- ch like ‘ch h’ in much haste čhán, čheží, čhiyé, čhówíŋža, čhúŋkší, čhiŋ
- kh like ‘kh’ in khaki (the color) khíza, akhé, khúža, khúl, khuíža, akhí, pakhiŋta
- ph like ‘p h’ in steep hill iphi, phuté, nuphíŋ, aphiya
- th like ‘t h’ in sit here thi, thušú, thebyá, wathi, thiŋpiŋšila

3) Ejective Stops (stops followed by glottal stops; only about 2% of stops in Lakota)

- č’ like ‘ch’ followed by a glottal stop kič’úŋ, ič’ič’u, nič’ú, mnič’ápi, šič’é
- k’ like ‘k’ followed by a glottal stop k’ú, ok’ó, k’á, ok’é, k’iŋ, k’uŋ
- p’ like ‘p’ followed by a glottal stop op’ó, p’é, wanáp’iŋ, kap’óža
- t’ like ‘t’ followed by a glottal stop nat’á, kat’é, nat’íŋza, čhet’úŋgla, ot’ógnaka

---

1 Stops have soft aspiration before i, iŋ, u; and strong aspiration before a, aŋ, o, uŋ. Individual speakers and communities have varying habits on aspiration before e, thus both types of aspiration can occur before e. However, whenever ‘e’ is the result of the change from ‘a’ or ‘aŋ’, it is preceded by strong aspiration (e.g. epíč ló). The same rule is applied for ‘iŋ’ (epíňŋ kte).
When teaching kindergarteners, it is best to avoid explaining pronunciation. Teachers and parents should instead rely fully on demonstration and repetition. Beginning with the first grade, the number of targeted pronunciation exercises should slowly increase. Children like imitating sounds and are very good at it. Therefore, if the activities are playful enough, children will have no problem learning new sounds.

At the early elementary levels, the goal should be to teach passive knowledge of Lakota spelling. This means that the sounds of individual letters as well as the pronunciation of syllables should be recognized. They need not be required to write words on their own or without guidance. The exercises are aimed at the students’ recognition of sounds and sometimes their ability to read Lakota words, but not at their active writing in Lakota.

By grade four teachers may start providing more exercises involving active usage of written Lakota. Because the Lakota language is spelled consistently, it is much easier to write than English. Thus, a passive knowledge on the K-3 level is often a sufficient basis for later literacy in Lakota beginning with grade 4. It is not important that the words used in pronunciation exercises be learned as vocabulary items. They are for studying the sounds only. For now, their meaning is not important. Some of the words in the exercises are rare and the children do not need to know them at this point. On some occasions we will also use individual syllables that are not words at all.

**Unit 1. Oral Vowels (a, e, i, o, u)**

Before the lesson, produce handouts by creating sheets with the Lakota vowels on them. Have the children cut these five vowels out of the sheets.

Write the five oral vowels on the board: \texttt{a e i o u}. Ask the children to repeat them after you: \texttt{a e i o u}.

Then say the vowels in the following syllables (choose at random). Children should repeat each syllable and at the same time raise a card with the appropriate vowel.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{ba, ha, la, wa, ya} \quad \texttt{sa, za, (ša, ža, ča)}
  \item \texttt{be, he, le, we, ye} \quad \texttt{se, ze, (še, že, če)}
  \item \texttt{bi, hi, li, wi, yi} \quad \texttt{si, zi, (ši, ži, či)}
  \item \texttt{bo, ho, lo, wo, yo} \quad \texttt{so, zo, (šo, žo, čo)}
  \item \texttt{bu, hu, lu, wu, yu} \quad \texttt{su, zu, (šu, žu, ču)}
\end{itemize}

Vowels should be taught in syllables above (they are formed with consonants that have the same or similar pronunciation in Lakota as in English). The syllables in parentheses should only be practiced orally, because š, ž and č have not yet been introduced.

**Unit 2: Plain stops (č, k, p, t)**

Plain stops are among the most common Lakota consonants, but are extremely rare in English. (In fact, most English speakers don’t even hear the sound of plain stops unless trained for it). Therefore, proper and consistent practice of their pronunciation at an early stage of learning Lakota is essential. It is important to teach Lakota plain stops before teaching aspirated stops, whose pronunciation is closer to most English stops. Plain stops are introduced in Unit 2.

- Write these English words on the board: \texttt{kin, pin, till}. Read the words to the children (or ask them to read the words if they are in reading age).
- Take a sheet of paper, hold it at the upper margin and place it in front of your mouth. Stand sideways to the children and say the words “\texttt{kin},” “\texttt{pin},” “\texttt{till}.”
- Ask the children: “What happened to the paper when I said those English words?”
- The children should respond with something like “It moved.”
- Teacher: “Try it yourself. Take a sheet of paper and say these words.”
- Teacher explains: “The sheet of paper moves, because there is a puff of air following the letter \texttt{k}, \texttt{p}, and \texttt{t} in the English words.”
- Teacher: “A few English words don’t have this puff of air, for instance: skin, spin, still. Try it yourself and see that the paper is no longer moving.”
- Teacher: “Most k’s, p’s, t’s in Lakota don’t have this puff of air. We have to practice saying these letters without it. Let’s practice, repeat after me:”
- Use a similar approach to explain that the same difference exists between English \texttt{ch} (as in chair) and Lakota č (many č’s in Lakota are without the puff of air). Practice it saying these words:
  \begin{itemize}
    \item \texttt{čónala, wičazo, tókča, wakšiča, hokšičala, zuzéča, ziča, šiča, ičú, winûčala}
  \end{itemize}
- With young students it is recommended to introduce one stop at a time, in this order: \texttt{k, p, t, č}.
Create handouts for children to cut out little cards with č, k, p, t. Then say the words above at random. The children should repeat and raise the appropriate cards.

**Note for teachers:** To an untrained English ear the Lakota plain stops k, p, t, č sound like the English g, b, d, j. For example the Lakota word túkú seems to sound like “dágu” or the word jónala like “jónala.” These two sets of sounds may seem similar to English speakers, but in reality, they are different. The best way to practice the proper pronunciation of Lakota plain stops is to have the students try to imitate the beginning. Encourage them positively if they do and make them repeat after you as frequently as possible. Mastering the pronunciation of plain stops is one of the most important things about learning the Lakota language.

**Unit 3: Nasal Vowels (aŋ, iŋ, uŋ)**

The three vowels: aŋ, iŋ, uŋ are called “nasals” because the air passes through both the nose and the mouth when they are pronounced. Children should not have problems learning to express these sounds if you give them enough time and opportunity to practice. Write aŋ on the board and have the children repeat these words after you:

aŋ: wáŋ, aŋpétu, sáŋ, háŋ, waŋží, yaŋká
iŋ: íŋyáŋ, íŋkipa, wíŋyaŋ, náźíŋ, wakíŋyáŋ
uŋ: uŋčí, ñŋpí, nakúŋ, uŋyúŋa, iyůŋka

Remind students to identify these letter combinations aŋ, iŋ, uŋ as one sound each.

**Unit 4: Lakota sounds ŭ and ġ**

Lakota letters ŭ and ġ are sometimes referred to as gutturals. They are marked with a dot in some writing systems. The LLC orthography employs the wedge in order to use as few diacritics as possible throughout the writing system. The wedge is also easier to see. Children will be able to pronounce these sounds easily just by imitating their teacher or the audio CD.

Write the letters on the board and have the children repeat the following words:

ŭ: ḱóta, ḱé, ḱá, ḱúngí, ḱáwá, wańčá, filó, filáňła, wańpé, ńoká
ģ: ǵi, ǵu, ǵáŋ, mańá, kágé, šagłógná, ǵíŋí, čhága, ġópa, ġépa

Practice ŭ and ġ in syllables:

ŭ: ḱá, ḱé, ḱí, ḱó, ḱu, ḱáŋ, ḱíŋ, ḱunj

ġ: ǵa, ǵe, ǵí, ǵó, ǵu, ǵáŋ, ǵíŋ, ǵunj

Ideally, work with the flashcards of these syllables.

Write ŭ and ġ on the left and right hand sides of the board and ask the children to point to the letter they hear. Then say the words above, picking words with ŭ and ġ at random.

Make a comparison of h versus ŭ and g versus ġ with the appropriate exercises. Have the children point at the proper side of the board or show the flashcard etc.

Note: The letter ġ only appears before vowels (ğa, ĝe, ĝí, ĝó, ĝu, ĝáŋ, ĝíŋ, ĝunj).

**Unit 5: kň, kh**

The sounds kň and kh are aspirated stops. Aspirated stops are much more infrequent than plain stops (k). Still, being able to differentiate aspirated stops from plain stops is essential for learning correct pronunciation and understanding. It is important to start teaching aspirated stops with kň and kh, because these digraphs don’t occur in English (unlike ph and th). Once the children understand the concept of reading and pronouncing kň and kh they will easily transfer this concept to ph, ph and th, th.

- Review the pronunciation of plain stops and make sure the children are very familiar with them before you start teaching kň, kh. Write k on the left hand side of the board and ask the children:
  - “Do you remember how this Lakota sound differs from the English one?”
  - Their answer should be similar to this: “It doesn’t have the puff of air (following it).”
  - Praise the children if they give you the correct answer. Encourage and help them with hints if they can’t recall. If needed, repeat the demonstration with the sheet of paper in front of the mouth.

- Then say this: “Most Lakota k’s don’t have this puff of air. But sometimes k is followed by the letter ń, which we have learned recently. Then we have kň.”

- Have the children practice the pronunciation of kň by repeating these words after you or the CD:

kňáta, kňó, makňá, kňál, kňuŋší, kňáŋta

- Write kň on the board separately from k like this (don’t write kh yet):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>left side of the board</th>
<th>middle of the board</th>
<th>right side of the board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>kň</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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• Ask the children to listen and point at that side of the board with the letter they hear. Alternatively use small paper cards with the letters k, kh, kh – children raise the card with the sound they hear.

• Then read the following words (or play the CD) making a pause after each word for the children to point at the proper side of the board (or raise a card). Praise them with wasité after each proper response and repeat the word if some of the students react incorrectly:

šúŋka, nakúŋ, kȟáta, kȟó, maká, makȟá, kál, kȟál, kúŋza, kȟuŋši; kȟánta, kíŋ.

Then say: “Occasionally the letter k is followed by a puff of air just like in English. When that happens the pronunciation of the letter k is the least frequent of these three k’s)

Write kh on the right hand side of the board and say these words: khíza, khuté, khuwá, okhíse.

Then again ask the children to listen and point at the side of the board with the sound they hear:

khíza, kíza, nakúŋ, kȟúta, okhíse, okíhi, khuwá, maká, akȟí, kiŋ, kȟiŋši.

Then mix all three types together, children point at the left, middle or right hand side of the board:

šúŋka, khíza, nakúŋ, kȟúta, kȟáta, kíza, kȟó, maká, akȟí, makȟá, kál, kȟál, kúŋza, kȟe, kȟuŋši; khuwá.

**Unit 6: tį, th**

For teaching tį and th use the same strategy as in teaching kį, kh above. (Don’t forget to review the pronunciation of plain t, as in táku.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>left side of the board</th>
<th>middle of the board</th>
<th>right side of the board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>tį</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For practicing pronunciation use these sets of words:

tį: ṭȟáŋka, ṭȟó, ṭȟunkášila, mitȟáŋkala, očȟuŋwahe, ṭȟangȟáŋ, tȟáwa.

t versus tį: táku, tháŋka, tó, tȟó, thunkášila, mitȟáŋkala, tuŋwáŋ, očȟuŋwahe, ṭȟangȟáŋ, tuwęé, tȟáwa.

t versus th: tuwę́, thušú, oṭhi, ištįŋma, maštįŋcala, čěthi, thibló, tóna, thįŋta, thįŋpsila, táku.

Mix all of the words in the end.

Ask the children: “What is the difference between the pronunciation of ‘th’ in English and in Lakota?”

Children should be able to explain, help them if needed. Then write on the board:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Lakota</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>think</td>
<td>thi/pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thank</td>
<td>tháŋka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that</td>
<td>tȟaté</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ask the children to point at that side of the board with the word you say. Then ask them to say the words on their own.

The children may have a problem distinguishing the English and Lakota pronunciation of th in the beginning, but if the teacher provides enough practice the students will eventually learn the proper sound.

**Unit 7: pľh, ph**

For teaching pľh and ph use the same strategy as in teaching kľ, kh above. (Don’t forget to review the pronunciation of plain p, as in púza.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>left side of the board</th>
<th>middle of the board</th>
<th>right side of the board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pľh</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For practicing pronunciation use these sets of words:

pľh: pȟású, čhapȟúŋka, áphé, napȟé, pȟeȟíŋ:p p versus pľh: paksá, pȟású, púza, čhapȟúŋka, áphé, napȟé, napȟé

p versus ph: ípí, íphi, phúté, púza, aphiya, napȟéŋpka

Mix all of the words in the end.

Ask the children: “What is the difference between the pronunciation of ‘ph’ in English and in Lakota?”

Children should be able to explain, help them if needed. Then write on the board:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Lakota</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phil</td>
<td>philá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phone</td>
<td>phōge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ask the children to point at that side of the board with the word you say. Then ask them to say the words on their own.

Don’t worry too much if the children pronounce ph as [f] in the beginning. If you provide them with consistent practice of the pronunciation and encourage them, they will learn to distinguish between the English and Lakota pronunciation of ph.
Unit 8: č, čh

For teaching č and čh use the same strategy as in teaching klí, kh above. At first review the pronunciation of plain stops k, p, t. Then explain that also Lakota č often lacks the puff of air and that there is no such sound in English. Therefore the children have to try to omit the puff of air after č. You may tell the children that Lakota č sounds closer to the English sound “j”, but it is not the same.

Practice č with these words: ičú, šičá, wičazo, ničá, ečélá, kačóčo.

left side of the board  right side of the board
č čh

For practicing pronunciation use these sets of words:
č: šičá, kačóčo, ičú, zužeča, wakšíča, zičá, tóčá
č versus čh: šičá, čhány, čhóza, kačóčo, čhuwíta, ičú, zužeča, čhápá, wakšíča, čhetány, zičá, tóčá

Note: The difference between the sounds č and čh is sometimes difficult to hear even for adult native speakers. Don’t be disappointed if the students struggle with this or if they tend to pronounce č as the English “j” at the beginning. Also, the sound čh does not occur in Lakota.

Unit 9: s, š and z, ž

Write the letter “s” on the board and ask the children to repeat the words below after you or the audio CD. Then do the same with words for š.

s: sápa, sí, sutá, misúŋka, oíse, sáŋ, séče, siŋté, sáka, sakhíb
š: šápa, ší, šičá, šéča, šúŋka, šákpe, wašté, šiná, tʃaŋší, hokšíla

Then say words with s or š at random and ask the children to repeat and raise the card with the appropriate letter. Then do the same activity for z and ž:

z: zičá, záptaŋ, zí, zuŋta, ziŋtkála, zaŋniŋaŋ, zilyá, zíša
ž: žičá, žáta, ži, žaŋžáŋ, žíŋča, žožó, yužúŋ, tʃaŋkóža, nážíŋ,

In the end say the words for s, š, z, ž at random. The children should repeat and raise the appropriate cards.

Whenever the consonants s, š, z, ž appear at the beginning of a word, their pronunciation is a little bit longer than in English.

Unit 10: h, w, y, l, m, n

These Lakota consonants have the same or similar pronunciation as in English. Practice saying them in syllables like this:

ha, he, hi, ho, hánŋ, hiŋŋ, huŋŋ
wa, we, wi, wo, wánŋ, wiŋŋ
ya, ye, yi, yo, yáŋŋ, yíŋŋ, yuŋŋ
la, le, li, lo, lu
ma, me, mi, mo, mu
na, ne, ni, no, nu

Unit 11: Ejective Stops

Ejective stops are very infrequent (only about 2% of stops in a text). They are written with the letter for the stop and for a glottal stop marked by an apostrophe (‘). The glottal stop is a sharp closing of the glottis.

Let the children repeat after you or the audio CD:

k’: k’á, k’é, k’íŋŋ, k’ú, k’ó
p’: p’á, p’é, p’í, p’ó, p’ú
t’: t’á, t’é, t’í, t’ó, t’ú
č’: č’á, č’é, č’í, č’ó, č’ú

Write plain stops on one side of the board and glottalized stops on the other side. Then, say the following words and the children should point to the appropriate group (or raise cards with letters):

plain: tuwá, nakúŋŋ, napé, čóna, tákú, maká, púza, čočó, tópa, pazó, kiskízí

glottalized: t’á, ak’íŋŋ, p’ó, kič’á, t’uŋgyá, nap’íŋŋ, kič’úŋŋ, t’ózí, k’uŋháŋ, p’é, šič’ěší

Unit 12: Voiced Clusters: bl, gm, gn, gl, mn

Lakota speakers add a little “uh” sound (called a schwa, or a consonant release) between the two sounds to help go from one to the next. The release is never written, but the children will learn to pronounce it if they frequently hear and practice it.

Ask the children to repeat after you (or after the CD): blé, bló, bluhá, ibláble, waŋblí, gmímgá, igmü, wamíza, gnašká, gni, glá, glé, gló, ógle, gluhá, wígli, mní, wikčéma, yámni, yamnúmnuŋa. 
Unit 13: Glottal Stop

We have already seen the glottal stop that occurs after č, k, p and t. It also frequently follows the Lakota sounds: ľ, s, š. Write these on the left hand side, middle and right hand side of the board (ň, s’, š’). Then demonstrate and practice pronunciation of one of the three at a time:

ň’: ň’âŋ, ôle’âŋ, nâm’úŋ, akîň’âŋ, iň’é, ñ’eň’é, kâň’ól, ň’okîňa, ñ’úŋyaŋ, oyúň’ĩ
s’: s’á, kas’á, kas’iŋ, s’e, oyúš’o, oyás’iŋ, as’iŋ, nas’óš’o, yas’óš’o
š’: š’á, waš’áka, yuš’iŋš’iŋ, yuš’îŋyeya, iš’óš’o, onáš’oš’o, wiš’oš’o,

Units 14-23: Consonant Clusters

Below is a full list of consonant clusters that occur in the Lakota language (with the exception of bl, gm, gn, gl, mn which were dealt with in the previous unit). Practice the pronunciation of these clusters in:

gw, gy, h̆č, fil, l̆lm, l̆n, l̆p̆, f̆t̆, ñw, k̆č, kp, ks, k̆š, kt, p̆č, ps, p̆š, pt, sc, sk, sl, sm, sn, sp, st, sw, šk, šl, šm, šn, šp, št, šw, tk.

Practice these consonant clusters in syllables with the five oral vowels (e.g. sma, sme, smi, smo, smu). Clusters composed of two stops (kč, kp, kt, pč, pt, tk) are going to be among the most difficult for the children. You may need to give them extra time to practice them. Clusters with s, š or č as their second member, like: h̆č, kč, ks, kš, pč, ps, pš, sč, might also be a challenge for some children.

Ask the children to repeat the words with these clusters. With older or more advanced classes, you can ask students to raise cards with letters to indicate the combination of consonants. Practice only 3–4 consonant clusters per a lesson depending on the children’s progress.

1) gw: gwéza, nagwáka;
2) gy: ságyc̆, waš’ýga;
3) h̆č: h̆čińča, wahč̆a, h̆či;
4) f̆l: kahlí, siňtéńla, pahlí̆ka;
5) l̆ml: theh̆múga, ńmí, ináńma;
6) l̆n: ináńni, wahńa, kaňńga;
7) l̆p: kaňńpá, maňńiya, yułpá;
8) f̆t: h̆táyetu, yaňtáka, pñańtá;
9) ñw: h̆wá, kahwóka, kañwá;
10) kč: kakčá, iyúkčań, wiķčémńa;
11) kp: kakpá, čhekpá, kpáźo;
12) ks: ksápa, kșizeča, kaksá;
13) kš: wakšića, kșú, kšikšą;
14) kt: kté, tańkškčáŋ, yuktáŋ;
15) pč: napčá, napčiyúŋka, epčá;
16) ps: psáka, psiča, kápsčıńa;
17) pš: pšuńkšňa, kapšųń, napšińa;
18) pt: pté, naptá, anágoptań;
19) sč: čisčila, scępñań, sču;
20) sk: ská, skumná, skiskita;
21) sl: slolyá, sloňhá, slí;
22) sm: smí, smáka, čšasmú;
23) sn: snásńá, snáza, sní, kasní, asní;
24) sp: spáńla, spáya, spéya;
25) st: stáka, stólá, stostó, stustá;
26) sw: swaká, swúla, swuswúla;
27) šk: škáta, škáń, škečá, škišká;
28) šl: šlá, šlašá, šlí, šló;
29) šm: šmá, šmańmá, šmi, hińšmá;
30) šn: šńá, yušńá, šńi, šńińa;
31) šp: špáń, yušpí, yašpú;
32) št: štáka, štáń, yuštáń, kańtáń, huńté;
33) šw: šweńka, šwú, kašwú, wiświ;
34) tk: tká, tketké, tkńńza

Standards for Written Lakota

Every language has more than one style of speech. Style refers to the differences in speech in various situations. People usually speak differently in a formal setting than they do in a family environment. The two distinctive styles in Lakota are called yat’iŋsyawóglaka and ikčéya wóglaka. Yat’iŋsyawóglaka is a careful, formal speech in which every word is pronounced carefully and all the sounds are clearly articulated. Ikčéya wóglaka on the other hand is a style of casual, informal pronunciation. Slurring, omissions of certain sounds, and contractions of words are common.

It is usually the case that a standard for written language is based on the formal style of speech. For example, in English people say, “I’m gonna go,” or, “I gotta go.” Yet, we write these expressions according to the slow pronunciation, like, “I am going to go,” and, “I have got to go.”

In Lakota we can also base the spelling of written language on yat’iŋsyawóglaka. This means that the

---

2 This section is largely based on a Lakota language study written by David Rood and Alan Taylor (Rood, D., Taylor, A.: Lakota Language Project, 1976, Colorado University, Boulder) and partly on the author’s own research.
proper spelling of words should reflect the slow and careful pronunciation.

This does not mean, however, that the students should not learn íkčéya wóglaka. Teachers should introduce the fast speech forms to the children (they are often addressed in the teacher’s guide) once the students are familiar with the formal pronunciation and spelling.

The following are the most frequent differences between yat’iŋsya wóglaka and íkčéya wóglaka. Teachers should study them carefully so that they spell and pronounce words according to the formal style.

**Consonant h:**
When the sound represented by “h” appears between vowels (e.g. luhá) it is often dropped in íkčéya wóglaka.

Here are some examples of words pronounced in careful versus slow speech:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slow speech</th>
<th>Fast speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>luhá he?</td>
<td>luá e?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wahíŋkpe</td>
<td>wahíŋkpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hanžepí</td>
<td>hanžepí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otȟúŋwahe</td>
<td>otȟúŋwahe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>óhuta</td>
<td>óuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naháči</td>
<td>naáči</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hóhotela</td>
<td>hóotela</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Consonants w and y between two vowels:**
Consonants w and y are pronounced in two different ways – strongly and weakly. In yat’iŋsya wóglaka (careful speech) they are strong, which means they sound just like in English. But in íkčéya wóglaka they become weak. In fact, they are so weak that they nearly disappear. Sometimes they actually do disappear. When this happens it changes the pronunciation of the neighboring vowels.

A) Consonants w and y are always strong in the following cases:
1) in slow and careful speech (yat’iŋsya wóglaka)
2) in fast speech, if
   a) they are at the beginning of a word (wakšiča, yašlé)
   b) they follow a consonant (š’agvé, slójá).

B) Consonants w and y are always weak in fast speech when:
1) o, u, or uŋ comes before or after w.

2) e, i or in comes before or after y (y usually isn’t as weak as w).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>w</th>
<th>y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ú wó</td>
<td>ú o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ólówaŋ</td>
<td>Ñínaŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owínža</td>
<td>óiŋža</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wówapi</td>
<td>wóapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khéya</td>
<td>khéa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C) In fast speech, consonants w and y always disappear in the following combinations:
1) -aya-, -eyé-, -aŋya-, aŋyaŋ-;
2) -owo-;
3) -aye-; aŋye-;
4) awa-, aŋwa-, aŋwaŋ-, awáŋ-.

The pronunciation of the weak w and y, or of the sound remaining after their disappearance depends on the surrounding vowels:

1) -aya- and -eye- are pronounced as a long Lakota a or e respectively (double vowel stands for long vowel):

| kéye    | kéé       |
| wašté veló | waštée ló |
| Słolyáá he? | Słolyáá he? |
| hayápí | háápi     |

If either or both of the surrounding a’s are nasal, the long vowel is nasal too

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wanyánke</th>
<th>wánų́ŋke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2) -owo- is pronounced as a long Lakota o:

| owóte    | óóťe     |
| abló wozán | ablóózaŋ |

3) -aye- is pronounced as a long vowel which sounds similar to the a in the English word “cub”. The sound is nasalized if the preceding a is a nasal:

| iyáye    | iyég       |
| philámayaye | philámayé |
| kitáŋyla  | kitáŋla    |
| wakȟáŋyeža | wakȟáŋŋeža |

4) -awa- is pronounced as a long vowel which sounds like the vowel at the beginning of “August”, but with extra lip-rounding and the au in “audit”. This sound is represented in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) with “ɔ” and uses colon for marking a long vowel. The sound is nasalized if at least one of the a’s is nasal:
Both men and women, as in:

Note that the combination pronunciation of the vowel combinations preceding vowels:

Before

wawá

1) after i or u, the suffix is pronounced u:
   –pi kštó.  Iyáapí kštó.
   Lé ičúpi kte.  Lé ičúu kte.

2) after in or un the suffix is pronounced un:
   Naﬁ’úŋpi kte.  Naﬁ’úŋun kte.
   Khíŋpi kte.  Khíŋun kte.

3) after e or o, the suffix is pronounced o:
   Niwáštepí kštó.  Niwášteŋkštó.
   Ópi kte.  Óo kte.

4) after a or an, the suffix is pronounced o, but the pronunciation of the vowel combinations ao and an is merged:
   Yápi kte.  Yág kte.
   Anágoptaŋpi kte.  Anágoptaŋo kte.
   Iyáyapi kštó.  Iyááo kštó.

Suffix –pi before ye, yo

In both fast and slow speech the suffix –pi is merged with the following enclitics:

1) –pi + ye = –pe ló:
   John emáčiyapé ló. (never John emáčiyapí veló.)

2) –pi + yo (male imperative) = po
   Anágoptaŋ po. (never Anágoptaŋpi yo.)

3) –pi + ye (female imperative) = pe
   Ú pe. (never Úpi ye.)

Note that the combination –pi + ye does occur unmerged, but in such case ye is not a female imperative, but an enclitic of polite command used by both men and women, as in: Akhé úpi ye. {Please, come again.}

Suffix –pi before he

In fast speech, the suffix –pi is contracted to –b when it comes before the question enclitic he:

Táku eničiyapi he?  Tág eničiyab he?

Combination of nasal vowel and p or b.

When one of the nasal vowels (an, in, un) comes before p or b, then they are fused together in fast speech and the results sounds like m:

correct spelling  fast speech

háŋpa  hámpa
waŋbi  wambí
thíŋpsíŋla  thíŋpsíŋla (or thímsíŋla)
haŋblé  hamblé

Intervocalic Glottal Stop

A glottal stop is a sharp stop of the air-flow. It is the sound represented by “-” in English uh-oh. In Lakota language glottal stop is traditionally marked by an apostrophe.

In slow and careful Lakota speech, the glottal stop occurs between every two vowels. But in fast speech it is frequently dropped. See some of these examples:

slow speech  fast speech (correct spelling)

a’ú  aú
o’ówa  óowa
a’í  aí
ó’üncüiyapi  óüncüiyapi
na’íŋš  naíŋš

In some vowel combinations, y is pronounced in the original place of glottal stop. In such cases, the spelling both with and without y are correct:

slow speech  correct spelling

i’ógnaka => iógnaka => iyógnaka
thi’óspaye => thióspaye => thiyošpaye
če’úŋpa => čeúŋpa => čheyúŋpa

The LLC orthography does not mark intervocalic glottal stops and therefore the correct spelling of words is without it. However, teachers should pronounce it when they speak to students. This way the children will grasp the proper yat’íŋšya pronunciation and at the same time will be able to drop the intervocalic glottal stop in fast speech.